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Biography & Early Works :    Biography   |   Early Works

Biography

Aldo Tambellini was born in

Syracuse, New York in 1930, his

father from Sao Paolo, Brazil, his

mother from Italy. He was taken to

Italy at the age of eighteen months

where he lived in Lucca (Tuscany).

At the age of ten, he was enrolled in

art school in Lucca. His

neighborhood was bombed during

WWII; twenty-one of his friends and

neighbors died and he miraculously survived. In 1946, Aldo returned to the

United States. With a full scholarship at Syracuse University he received a

BFA in Painting, ‘54 and a Teaching Fellowship at the University of Notre

Dame, MFA ’59.

In 1959, Aldo moved to New York City’s Lower East Side. He founded the

underground, “counter-culture” group, “Group Center,” which organized

alternative ways and non-traditional presentation of the artists’ work to the

public. He pioneered in the video art movement in the late 60’s. In 1965, he

began painting directly on film beginning his “Black Film Series” of which,

america made my brother
a total stranger
the unwritten law
divide & conquer
no conquests were made
but it created 2 remote
spaces
where blood from the same blood
splits its cells
each in its own container
separated completely
yet he’s only four years older
born under the same taurus sign
same mother same father
in the same city same land
in america
both taken to another land
italy
we grew up together with mother
yet a century separating us
during war we shared the same
bombing
he inside the house
I laying face down on the street
people we both knew died
I was the incorrigible one
he was the studious one
went along with the time
I the wild one
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Photo: Richard Roderman

“Black TV,” (made using both film and video) was the winner of the

International Grand Prix, Oberhausen Film Festival, 1969.

Simultaneously, Aldo began a series

of “Electromedia Performances”

which organically brought together,

projected paintings, film, video,

poetry, light, dance, sound and live

musicians. He founded the Gate

Theatre, the only daily public

theatre showing avant-garde

independent filmmakers and in

1967, he co-founded with Otto Piene, the Black Gate, a second theatre

which presented live multi-media (Electromedia) performances and

installations.

From 1976 to 1984, Aldo was a Fellow at the Center for Advanced
Visual Studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
There he conducted workshops and organized with
“communicationsphere” a series of international interactive
Media Communication Projects. Since ’84, he has concentrated
on poetry and performing his poetry with music and video
projection.

In 2005 Aldo produced a digital film, “Listen” which incorporates
his anti-war and political poetry, animation/video and film clips.
This film won First Place in the “Short Experimental Film by an
Independent Filmmaker” category at the New England Film

who often without knowing why
rebelled
each had his private war
art was in my blood from the beginning
he graduated in business administration
I faced the crisis at home
he did not
if I saw him right now
on the other side of the street
it would hurt me deeply to say
there goes my brother
america made him
a total stranger

October 15, 1990
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Festival in October 2005 and at the Syracuse International Film
Festival in 2006. In 2007 Aldo was awarded the “Lifetime
Achievement Award” from Syracuse University at the 2007
Syracuse International Film Festival. The same year he received
the Keys to the City of Cambridge from Mayor Ken Reeves in
recognition of his contribution to the cultural environment of
Cambridge.

In 2010 Aldo was awarded a Gold medal from the Italian Government,

Lucchesi Nel Mondo Organization, in recognition of his lifetime

achievement in the Arts.
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Early Works
1946

aldo's first poem
from "the first 16 poems"

morte

eravamo vicini
alla finestra
e si guardava il sole
verso il meriggio
poi ad un tratto
dal cielo
venne la morte
e nel terrazzo
un cavallo rosso di legno
rimase dondolando

ricordo di bimbi

death

around nooon
we were
by the window
looking at the sun
when death
suddenly
came from the sky
& in the terrace
a red wooden horse
kept rocking

remembrance of children

Adela 1944
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August 18, 1990
to Giorgio de Chirico*

CHIRICO
I was brought up
in the piazza
among the aging marble
sleeping romanesque sculptures
train waiting departing
from the station
I used to stand as a child
by the wooden bridge
filling up
from the black coal smoke
while manikins in the
distance
formed mathematical equations
enigmas next to triangles
T squares & protractors
configuring metaphysical symbols
I tasted the round sweet chestnut bread
seasoned with rosemary
on the crust
seeing shadows elongating
climbing up slowly
cutting the stones
with the unique light
indigenous to tuscany
but I was born
in another land
in the cruel snow
the mind
did not want to remember

* Girogio de Chirico (1888-1978) – Italian Painter
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Two-dimensional works:    1948-1958    |   Visual Political Poems   |   2010 Retrospective

1948–1958
At the age of 17, Aldo prepared a portfolio of his work and went to the

Syracuse Museum and met with Lee Brown Koye, who was teaching

painting there. Upon Koye’s recommendation, Anna Holmstead, Director of

the Museum, hired Aldo to teach painting, making him the youngest person

on staff. Aldo found out later that Lee Brown Koye was the highly regarded

illustrator of the pulp magazine, “Weird Tales,” and other fantastic horror

story magazines. He also illustrated scientific medical books. During one of

Aldo’s visit to his studio, he encountered hundred of white mice which

Koye kept out of the cages as pets. As Aldo was sitting on the floor, the

mice came over to him and literally crawled over him covering his body.

Not yet two years in the United States and at the age of 18, Aldo joined

VEDET, a group of artists, some from Syracuse, some from New York City.

Among them was Hilton Kramer, who would later become the conservative

critic of the New York Times. The group was avante-garde and everyone

shared the rent of a large studio which could be accessed anytime and they

all exhibited in a gallery which was housed downstairs from the studio.

Aldo exhibited one painting of a woman done in green who was standing

by a window holding a skull bathed in the light of the moon. Through this

group, he was exposed to modern art as well as the haunting sound of

The Funeral (1948)
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Billie Holliday, as well as the work of Composer Giancarlo Menotti. One of

the members, James Kleege, who was later appointed by Stanley Hayter to

run his workshop in New York, encouraged Aldo to submit a portfolio to

Syracuse University applying for one of their two scholarships. Aldo was

awarded a full four-year scholarship in the Arts. Aldo received his BFA

from Syracuse University in 1954.

After receiving his degree, Aldo taught a year at Rosary Hill College in

Buffalo, New York. He received a Teaching Fellowship from the University

of Oregon where he matriculated, one year transferring to another Teaching

Fellowship at Notre Dame where he studied sculpture with world renowned

sculptor, Ivan Mastrevic. He received his MFA from Notre Dame in 1959.

The Annunciation, Le Moyne College
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2010 Retrospective

We Are Primitives of a New Era

“I am involved with an approach toward the creative process which faces

man in the Space Era. I believe this era demands an understanding of the

“instantaneous”; the ability to communicate at the speed of light; the

development of organic concepts to bring man closer to the forces of

nature - a new orientation of the senses. The technological world is

merging with our daily life. The future demands a realistic approach based

on energy demanding new solutions.” A.T. 1962

Tambellini later added: “The Universe is driven by cosmic order as if

organized by a Mathematical order. The creative artist searches for the

cosmic order communicating it to our life. Since the first walk in Space, we

have left the Earth…the search is for a new cosmic language.” A.T 2010

Black Energy Suspended Series

works on found architectural paper

"In 1988-89 I found several discarded rolls of architectural paper which

had graphic lines and symbols. Selecting certain ones, I laid them on the

Catalog for BLACK IS: Painting, Videograms,
Sculpture, Video (pdf) shown at the Pierre Menard
Gallery, Cambridge, MA
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floor of my apartment and painted as traditional Chinese or Japanese

artists would do-the paper on the floor, I on my knees, using black acrylic

paint, wax, and powder graphite and no white.

"Responding intuitively with quick automatic gestures, being aware of the

printed symbols and other signs existing on the paper and integrating

these into the process allowing no change. Sometimes, I used implements

to make incisions on the surface. Each image which I worked on led to the

next painting in a sequential order as I had painted each frame of the

'Black Film Series' in the 1960’s. I call this series of approximately 175

pieces, 'Black Energy Suspended Series'." AT, 1989
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Syracuse Rebel :    A Syracuse Rebel in New York    |   The Black Gate Theatre

A Syracuse Rebel in New York*
In the late summer of 1959, I moved to the Lower East Side, renting a $56.00

a month railroad type apartment on 10th Street and Avenue C. This was

once a Jewish neighborhood which had become Puerto Rican except for

the bakery, where I regularly bought a large round loaf of rye bread for 50

cents. My apartment was one flight up, a few blocks from where Allen

Ginsberg lived; the bathtub was in the kitchen. I met a few artists and

joined the co-op gallery called “The Brata” located on 3rd Avenue and 10th

Street, one of the remaining co-ops from the previous 10th Street era. At

the gallery, I had a one man show and participated in group shows.

I had developed my own method of making sculpture by using sand to cast

hydrocal, so I needed a space on the ground floor. I found a single

storefront at 217 East 2nd Street near Avenue C for $60.00 a month. My

companion Elsa and I loaded all of our belongings in a rented push cart

and making several trips at night, we moved. The neighborhood looked

tough. I had several skulls and bones from cows and hung them on the

front store window together with one of my early sculptures which was

coated with black tar. I lit the whole thing with candles. It was a strange

voodoo-like sight in the night. In today’s terminology, it would probably be

considered the earliest installation by an artist in that area. The neighbors

and the Puerto Rican children on the following days gathered around the

Aldo Tambellini: the Syracuse Rebel in New York.
*Title quoted from the “Syracuse Post Standard” article
with the same title. This is a reprint from the book
“Captured, a film/video history of the Lower East Side”,
Clayton Patterson, Editor, Seven Stories Press, New York,
N.Y. 2005
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window thinking I was a “brujo”. One day, when my door was opened they

saw a big black box that I used for sand casting one of the children

remarked, “That’s where the magician cuts the lady in half.” The gypsy

living in the storefront at the end of the block came over, knocked on my

door wanting to know why I, who was not a gypsy, was living in a

storefront. I invited her in, told her I was an artist, and showed her some of

my work.

Soon, my storefront was invaded by the Puerto Rican children and

teenagers from the neighborhood with whom I had become friendly. Elsa

nicknamed one of the children “Peanut” who, inspired by my artwork,

began to draw some of my sculptures, my wooden trap doors which I had

found and had intentionally burned and carved with a chisel, as well as,

creating his own work which I exhibited in the storefront. Past Delancey

Street, in the Jewish neighborhood, they were tearing down blocks after

blocks. It looked like a bombed out area from World War II. I vividly

remember a dismembered wall remaining standing from an old Synagogue

with a big mural of The Lion of Judah. In the rubble, is where I found the

inspiration for what became a rapid succession of my new development in

sculpture. With the help of some Puerto Rican teenagers, we fenced in the

empty lot outside of the storefront facing Houston Street, creating an

outdoor studio for my sculpture. It’s now 1961-62. This space was filled in

with my concave and round sculptures of hydrocal coated with epoxy to

waterproof them. This became the outdoor exhibit available to the

neighborhood. Concurrently, I was working very intensely on painting,

black enamel or black acrylic on paper, some of them cut out in the shape

of a circle. I worked with the blowtorch burning large pieces of wood,
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sometimes applying some paint.

One day, from my back window, I saw two well dressed men in the outdoor

studio with guns pointed to Houston Street through the cracks of the

wooden fence. I went out and asked what they were doing. They hushed me

and waved me back. I left them alone figuring that they were probably

undercover agents conducting a drug investigation. A reporter from the

Syracuse Post-Standard, Syracuse, New York came to visit me. On January

27, 1963, Walter Carroll in the Syracuse Post–Standard Sunday Pictorial

Magazine wrote with the heading, “A SYRACUSE REBEL IN NEW YORK”.

He wrote, “Two weeks ago we went into the tough Lower East Side of New

York City to visit a sculptor… 32 years old Aldo Tambellini, native of

Syracuse, is a rebel with a following. He and his pleasant wife, Elsa, live in

a drab, cramped little storefront studio at 217 Eats 2nd Street. In the back

yard of this environment Tambellini uses concrete and jagged pieces of

metal from junk yards to create dramatic often brutal sculptures. He creates

raw, primitive, forms from industrially created shapes… iron, steel nails,

pieces of pipe.”

I lived under constant threat of eviction by the New York City building

inspectors who were claiming that my sculptures in the outdoor studio

were considered “debris.” Despite my keeping the place clean and stacking

all the found objects neatly to one side of the yard, I could do little to

please them. Across the street from the storefront is where the black poets

from UMBRA (a magazine) were gathering. They had just come to the

Lower East Side, too, from Harlem, Bedford Stuyvesant and the south.

These included: Ishmael Reed, H.N. Pritchard, Calvin Hernton, and Roland
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Snelling subsequently known as Askia Toure. Later, many of these poets

participated in my multimedia performances which I called “Electromedia.”

We all hung around “Stanley’s Bar” further up on Avenue B where we often

exchanged views and had heated discussions. We all worked together in

the same neighborhood and grew while things developed in all sorts of

directions. Stanley later became the owner of the “DOM” on St. Mark’s

Place.

As a counter-culture activist I wrote, edited and published a newsletter

called The Screw with its slogan “Artists in an Anonymous Generation

Arise.” Written mostly in poetry form, I first published it in 1961. The

newsletter was created to raise the social consciousness of the artists. In

the newsletter, I voiced my objection to the manipulation I saw in the art

establishment which used the artists as a commodity and financial

investments rather than cultural entities. This newsletter consisted of a

mimeographed legal sized yellow sheet of paper sometimes folded in half.

Each issue, of which there were six, had a different variation of an image of

a hardware screw. Elsa and I handed out copies and accepted donations of

10 cents which were dropped into a glass jar. It was mostly distributed in

the then very popular artists’ “The Club” (on the West Side) frequented by a

large art community that held monthly meetings and discussed current art

topics.
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The “Event of the Screw,” a protest in the form of a performance took place

on July 12, 1962, in front of the Museum of Modern Art. There, in front of

many artists who attended the “Event,” the media, and law enforcement, I

dressed in a black suit and tie with a gold screw tie-clip, read the

“Manifesto of the Screw.” The Belltones, a Puerto Rican Trio from my

neighborhood, also dressed in suits and ties, accompanied me by singing a

cappella the “Song of The Screw” which I composed satirizing the

conforming artistic “rules of the game.” Elsa Tambellini danced in leotards

inside a five-foot Paper-Mache screw. The American Flag was placed on top

of the screw, a requirement stipulated by City Ordinances for any

demonstration. Mira Fine, a public school teacher symbolically presented

to one museum official with “The Golden Screw Award” which was a

hardware screw dipped in gold paint and placed on a black cushion. Similar

awards were given that day to the Whitney (then behind the Museum of

Modern Art) and Guggenheim Museums. Despite the 18 reporters present

at the demonstration, not one of them wrote a line about the performance.

A large photograph of the “Event”, however, was published on the front

page of the EL Diario, the New York daily Spanish newspaper. Gabe

Pressman, a muckraking television reporter, covered the “Event” and

interviewed me while Amish Sinclair, from WBAI, interviewed the Director

of the old Whitney Museum for his reaction to the “Event.”

There was no scene at the East Village in the early ‘60’s; but the beginning

of an underground sub-culture of creativity brewing. In 1962, with a group

of artists, Elsa Tambellini, Ron Hahne, Ben Morea, Don Snyder and, later,

Jackie Cassen and Peter Martinez, I founded what was called “Group

Center.” It was formed without finances but with a larger idealistic vision of

The Belltones sing "The Song of the Screw" a cappella
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a better connection with the community. The goal was described in a flyer

distributed around to raise both the social and artist consciousness: “For

the purpose of forming a community of the arts, of individuals and groups,

of poets, actors, dancers, painters, musicians, photographers, sculptors,

film-makers, and all those vitally interested in the creative expression of

man.” The flyer continued with a Credo: “We believe that the artistic

community has reached a new stage of development. In a mobile society, it

is no longer sufficient for the creative individual to remain in isolation. We

feel the hunger of a society lost in its own vacuum and rise with an open

active commitment to forward a new spirit for mankind.”

I wrote at that time that, “Creation is not the commodity of a status-seeking

class. Creation is the vital energy of society. We believe that the ‘our

system’ is an enormous dinosaur extinguishing at a fantastic rate which

opposes truth and freedom and that it has squeezed out of man the

essential vitality which made him part of the human race.” For that reason,

“Group Center” consciously and intentionally chose to become a counter-

culture, underground group trying to find ways to change and impact that

harsh closed-in system.

David Bourdon wrote about “Group Center” on January 11, 1965 for The

Village Voice: “The Group has made itself known in original ways. They

picketed a Monday night opening at the Museum of Modern Art...passing

out handbills protesting the taste-making policies of the museum. Last

March they paid a stealthy 3 a.m. visit to the most powerful up-town

galleries and museums; equipped with a masonite stencil and a can of

spray paint, and disguised as workmen, they branded the sidewalks with a
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circle about two feet in diameter containing the word ‘centerfuge’.”

Centerfuge was the term used for many of the activities of “Group Center.”

“Group Center” organized a Festival-of-the-Art in collaboration with LENA

(Lower East Side Neighborhood Association). This festival, for the first

time, brought out the new generation of artists who lived in the Lower East

Side. One newspaper referred to the festival as the “Lower East Side Artists

Having a Coming Out.” A two week marathon of art shows, poetry readings,

underground films and jazz concerts was organized and held at and around

the Church of St. Mark’s-in-the-Bouwery. This festival proved “Group

Center” to be a catalyst in the artistic movement in the area. This was the

first time the press and the public became aware that something new and

meaningful was happening among the creative people in the Lower East

Side, sometimes called by the press as the “New Bohemia” as referred to in

the seminal book by John Gruen by the same name.

As a result of the successful festival, Michael Allen, Minister of the St.

Mark’s-in-the-Bouwery Church, appointed “Group Center” as the official

organizer of the artistic programs at St. Mark’s. In October 1963, around the

churchyard and in the church, “Aldo selected the largest sculpture and

drawing show ever independently organized in New York City,” wrote Elsa

in an article for Arts Canada Magazine, in October 1967. Interest in the

show grew as time neared its opening. “Forty living U.S. sculptors were

brought together with work ranging from forty-foot-high pieces to small

indoor works and drawings,” stated Elsa in “Arts Canada.” This show was

unique because it brought together well known artists such as Peter

Agostini, Phillip Pavia, Marc De Suvero, Richard Stankiewicz giving less
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known and obscure local artists the opportunity of exhibiting gaining

exposure. The sculpture show lasted well over a month. The artist Ad

Reinhardt, showing support for “Group Center,” gave a lecture at the

church on the topic, “The Next Revolution in Art.” I designed the flyer for

this event. Jazz performances were planned by Freddie Redd, known for

his original musical work in the play, “The Connection” at the Living

Theatre. Among the jazz artists who played outdoors among the sculptures

was Booker Irving, saxophonists from the Mingus Group. Elsa Tambellini

concluded in the same Arts Canada article, “It was another way of

bypassing the establishment.”

During this time, I rented a large space located in a former Synagogue at

106 Forsythe Street near Broome Street. This space was primarily rented

for the activities of “Group Center.” “Group Center” presented Jazz

Concerts which included the artists Freddie Redd on piano and avant-garde

musician Archie Shepp. Well attended fund-raisers, to help support the

work of “Group Center” were also held in this space in the form of parties

where drinks were sold mixed with cheap liquor that was home-brewed by

our supplier. Among the most memorable activities of “Group Center” was

the event which brought Julian Beck and Judith Malina from the legendary

Living Theatre to hold an open discussion on March 10, 1962. The topic of

the evening was “Revolution as an Alternative.” Admission to the program

was only 50 cents. I designed the flyer with the title of the event with a

photo taken by Don Snyder of my large hydrocal concave sculpture with

one East 2nd Street Puerto-Rican child sitting inside it. These flyers were

hung by Elsa and me at 2:00 a.m. in long rows on Lower East Side

buildings and pasted with double coats of wallpaper glue. This was done
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for a stronger adhesion so that the announcement would not be vandalized.

The next day, the posters had been either defaced or scratched out. Some

landlords threatened to sue us. The word “Revolution”, that later-on

became the rallying cry of the 60’s, was at this time a fearful and disturbing

word for many people.

I had a bulk of 35 mm slides which were ready to be discarded. One day,

around 1963, I took them and instinctively I use needles and other tools to

scratch the emulsion. I scratched spirals and other round forms sometimes

piercing holes through them. With a small gathering, I projected these

slides onto the façade of the building across the street from a tenement

rooftop on 6th Street and Avenue D using a Kodak Carousel Projector. This

marked the beginning of my involvement with multi-media.

In 1965 with "Group Center", I organized another large art exhibit, Quantum

1 and Quantum 2 which ran simultaneously at the Noah Goldowsky and at

the A.M. Sachs Galleries. Quantum 2 presented American and European

artists. I exhibited the “Echo,” a spatial black painting 14 by 7 feet. I

represented “Group Center” with Hahne and Morea. “Group Zero”, from

Germany with Piene, Mack and Uecker, a group I had not yet met but

borrowed their work, Peter Agostini, Louise Bourgeois, Ad Reinhardt and

Charles Mingus Jr. (the son of the musician) and many others young and

unknown artists were also exhibited. We became friends with Irene Rice

Perreira and borrowed her painting with layered corrugated glass from the

Metropolitan Museum for this show. The New York Herald Tribune in a

review of the show on January 16, 1963, said, “Aldo Tambellini, leader of

the ‘Center’, shows enormous canvases where the circle becomes a sun-a

source of energy.” I had poetry, in the show, written in spiral and circular

Echo painting at the Quantum 2 Show
A M Sachs Gallery, NYC, 1965
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forms on silver discs suspended and turning, hung from the ceiling by

strings. The Herald Tribune continued in the review of the Quantum 2

Show, “Lights blink on and off, discs rotate, canvasses with moving panels

alter their shapes and color…the meeting of technological concepts with

those of art.”

Concurrently with the Quantum Show, I presented my first “Electromedia”

performance, “BLACK,” at the International House, Columbia University,

New York. David Bourdon in The Village Voice described “BLACK” as a

“Hypnotic Bounce”. He goes on to talk about the performance: “‘BLACK’

was an overlapping series of evenly pitched performances by a painter, a

dancer and two poets. Handsome poet Norman Pritchard chanted

nonsense words in sequences in groovy repetitions a like stuck record,

bouncing hypnotically at the same time… Ishmael Reed’s oratorically

delivered poetry was more traditional in form and marked by raw powerful

imagery. Lovely Carla Blank performed two dances. In the first, she writhed,

choked, and coughed as though she had a sore T-Zone, then rose slowly

on tiptoes to emit a big scream; she also hurled one of the two folding

chairs into the auditorium. Returning in white tights she improvised a

dance before a sequence of slides projected against the back of the stage

by Tambellini.”

During the performance, as the creator of “BLACK,” I interacted with over

40, 21/4 by 21/4, hand-painted glass projected slides which I called

“lumagrams.” Don Ross from the New York Herald Tribune later, on June

13, 1965 describes the “lumagrams”: “Some of the lumigrams are

reminiscent of slides of diseased tissue… .Tambellini said he is interested

Quantum 2 Show, A M Sachs Gallery, NYC, 1965
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in evolving an art form from the revelation of the microscope. He is also

interested in the revelation of the telescope in the cosmos, and some of the

lumigrams are reminiscent of sidereal space. Others have a kind of fetal,

placenta look… .I work from intuition, he (Tambellini) says, and not from

intellectualization.”

As a result of this performance, Elaine Summer, who was in the audience,

invited me to repeat the performance at the Bridge Theatre at St. Mark’s

Place where she was special program director. I accepted and begun my

relationship with the Bridge Theatre. “BLACK” became a work in progress

which continued to grow with each performance through the dynamic

exchange of the participants involved. It expanded to include jazz

musicians Cecil McBee; Herby Lewis and Bill Dixon and in many

performance, avant-garde amplified cellist, Galo Scott, black poets,

dancers “lumagrams,” films and video, inflatable screen, gas masks and a

huge variety of other experimental sounds such as evenly pitched siren,

the sound of air and light equipment. Ultimately “BLACK” included video

tapes playing on 4 TV monitors. “BLACK” progressed to “BLACK 2” to

“BLACK ZERO”.

Don Ross, a journalist, attended a performance of my “Electromedia.” On

June 13, 1965, he wrote a leading article in the New York Herald Tribune,

“Rebellion in Art Form-Tambellini’s ‘Black 2’.” He writes: “Aldo Tambellini

has survived, thanks to his toughness, his belief in himself and his vision

of life… Tambellini is an artist and a rebel… he’s not only a rebel but a

leader of rebels. Last Monday as producer and director, he put on a hour-

and-twenty minute show called “Black 2” at the Bridge Theatre, 4 St. Mark’s
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Place… the performance brought into an organic form... the fusion of

abstract and social commitment. Among those associated with Tambellini

in this enterprise are Lorraine Boyd, a dancer (a student of Katherine

Dunham and Martha Graham) Cecil McBee (formally with Dianah

Washington), who thumbs a bass, Calvin, C. Hernton (editor of the poetry

magazine ‘Umbra’), a poet who reads his own poems of racial conflict with

a flashlight. Tambellini has made what he calls lumagrams… he projects

200 of them during the performance, sometimes while Ms. Boyd, dressed in

black tights, is dancing in a way that seems to represent the plight of the

Negro and while Mr. McBee is thumping and bowing his bass beautifully.”

Visiting my studio, Don Ross continues, “Tambellini dressed in a black

shirt, black pants…the largest of his paintings (14x7 feet) in the loft studio

is a double image of a black circle within a larger white circle in a vast

black space. Black fascinated him. Recently, the double image, or, as he

calls it, the echo, has been reoccurring in his work. ‘This two in one thing

appeals to me,’ he said, ‘it seems to be happening in my work. I have no

explanation why this is.’… He is an easy mark for ridicule for those who

don’t know him. Those who do respect him. They may not know what he is

doing and they might even doubt that he does, but they will know that he

will not swerve from his path. In a time of opportunism, they find something

splendid in this principled obstinancy.”

“BLACK ZERO” was performed in 1965 as part of the New Cinema Festival I

taking place at the Film-Makers’ Cinematheque at the Astor Pl. Playhouse

on 434 Lafayette Street. This performance had Bill Dixon on trumpet and

Alan Silva on bass and Calvin Hernton’s poetry. When The New York Times
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at a much later date was beginning to acknowledge the multimedia that

became a phenomenon in the late 60’s, in the article of September 1967,

“For the TV Generation, Multimedia Techniques Bombard and Overload the

Senses,” Reporter Grace Glueck quoted me defining the multimedia after a

performance of “BLACK ZERO”: “With multimedia you create an effect that

is not based on previous experience. You saturate the audience with

images. It happens now-it has a live quality. It’s a total experience in itself.”

Paul Mandell, staff reporter for the newspaper, The Gazette, recorded the

full impact of the work of “BLACK ZERO” on the audience at the University

of Western Ontario, Canada in his article entitled “It was a gas Inter-media

Warped, Twisted impact”: “Galactic intensity, the direct result of inter-

media by Aldo Tambellini and Company, has superimposed itself on the

warped and twisted minds of a Western audience and left them more

warped and twisted than they were before.… .This is the entertainment that

Orwell and Huxley have been speculating about in the past few years. It

was ‘1984’ and ‘Brave New World’ all wrapped in one.” Jeremy Heymsfeld

from The New York World-Telegram reviewed “BLACK ZERO” and stated:

“The series of experiences presented last night was designed to propel the

audience into what the Center calls ‘the new reality,’ the psychological re-

orientation of man in the space age ’BLACK ZERO’ is a vehicle for

expressing these changes as well as the violent social revolution now

sweeping the world… .There are enough blank stares in the audience for

‘BLACK ZERO’ to rate an avant-garde label.”

In the 20 Cents MAGAZINE, published in Canada, Ann Brodzky and Greg

Curnoe held a public conversation about Mixed Media from New York City.
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Both had seen my ‘BLACK ZERO” and Warhol’s “Exploding Plastic

Inevitable” in the space of less than a week and discuss the two works.

Curnoe states, “Both the Tambellinis and Warhol had distinct New York

Styles. However it was obvious that “The Exploding Plastic Inevitable” had

taken a lot of very effective devices from the Tambellinis and other

filmmakers and packaged them for mass consumption (this is how their

styles differ… Madison Avenue versus The Village). With Warhol you are

drawn in and then excluded; with Tambellini you are engaged in a

dialogue.” Ann Brodzky concluded, “Yes. But I cannot agree that

Tambellini’s work is representative of any ‘style.’ Aldo Tambellini as an

artist—sculptor, painter, filmmaker—is an outrider and his work is

prophetic.” The last performance of “BLACK ZERO” culminated at the

Brooklyn Academy of Music in the program INTERMEDIA “68” in a double

billed program with Carolee Schneemann’s “Illinois Central Transposed.”

Elsa wrote in her article in the October 1967 issue of Arts Canada, The word

“Intermedia” and “Mixed Media” did not exist at that time. Aldo was an

originator of a form which did not even have a vocabulary and it was a

challenge to describe it to the Theatre press and all the people who were to

become involved in the presentation of his work.” The work was so

controversial at the time that some of the press defined it as “theatre of the

senses”, while others, such as Gene Youngblood, later included the work in

his book, Expanded Cinema. For me, “Electromedia,” at that time was the

fusion of the various art and media forms, breaking media away from the

“traditional” media role bringing it into the area of art-bringing the other

arts, poetry, sounds, painting and kinetics and film and later video into a

time and space re-orientation toward media transforming both the arts and
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the media. I acknowledged an historical shift into the culture, defining the

time in both the social and technological revolution, I defined the role of the

“new” artist in my 1962 Art Manifesto, “The Seed,” as a “primitive of a new

era.”

In a Sal Fallica interview in 1967 and reprinted by CENTERVIDEO at the

Center for Advanced Visual Studies at MIT in 1981, I stated, “I came to

media as a social reaction against what kept the art media under control-for

media was outside of Art. No gallery or museum in New York in 1967 would

give serious thought to a CV tape. A media in the hands of the artist could

create its own audience. Like creating images directly on film-video had the

reality of directness.” I was invited by Rudy Stern and Jackie Cassen to

perform “MOONDIAL.” I collaborated with professional dancer Beverly

Schmidt. I created Beverly’s costume from clear plastic with silver round

discs. I made a mobile head piece. She powerfully interacted with my

projection of film and lumagrams specifically made for her dance and the

percussive drumming of Lawrence Cook. Jonas Mekas reviewed

“MOONDIAL” in his Movie Journal Column on June 23, 1966 which

appeared in The Village Voice: “It (MOONDIAL) is one of those few cases

where everything seemed to work perfectly… .The flashes and glimpses of

light and slides, and the dancer, all together, produced an aesthetically

unified performance.” Jonas Mekas goes on to describe my intimate

involvement with the performance: “…I turned and looked where the slides

and projections were set...I saw this amazing, almost phantastic thing

happening: I saw both Tambellinis immersed in a deep trance of their own.

Moving, with hand-held projectors and slides, shaking, and trembling, no

more conscious of themselves…they were going through similarly
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phantastic changes and it seemed that the things on stage were directly,

physically connected to their fingertips, their face movements and their

very flesh…through their flesh to their souls.”

A three part program called “OUTFALL” was presented by the Bridge

Theatre in conjunction with ”Group Center” under the auspices of the New

York City Department of Parks at the Fountain in Washington Square, being

dry because of a draught, on September 25, 1965. Part one of this program,

its opening, was my “BLACK ROUND,” a kinetic ritual for dancer, gas

masks, large screen projections and sound was witnessed by 2000 people.

This program was conceived by me and Judy Dunn, dancer from the

Judson Church Dance Theatre and formally with the Merce Cunningham

Company. Other performers included Meredith Monk, Kenneth King,

Phoebe Neville, Al Kurchin and the core of “Group Center,” Ron Hahne,

Ben Morea and Elsa Tambellini. I projected hand painted slides over my

hand-painted film onto a huge screen in the middle of the fountain. “Thirty

of us wearing gas masks, carrying flash lights and an assortment of

sculptural objects pierced through the enormous crowd of people which

had formed a solid mass of bodies around the rim of the pool,” Elsa recalls

in her September 1967 article for Arts Canada. She recalls, “That night the

city became our theatre and the endless variation of people who gathered

in the park our audience.”

My films began to be used in many ways not only shown in the movie

theatre as a traditional projected film; but also, as part of my

“Electromedia” performances de-materializing the space where it was

projected and producing a dislocation of the senses of the viewer. I
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consider my films to be an “experience”. Sometimes, the films were used

as an environment projected on a given space and sometimes, films and

the zooming of the animated slides became one. At times, the films were

projected on bodies of performers and objects such as inflatable screens

(black weather balloons) and other times, the films were projected on split

screens or in simultaneous multiple projections.

Very often, I was asked why black? Here is my quote from Arts Canada,

October 1967 on the special issue on the subject of “Black” with the new

Editor, Anna Brodzky, where I answered that question, “Black to me is like

a beginning. A beginning of what it wants to be rather than what it does not

want to be. I am not discussing black as a tradition or non tradition in

painting or as having anything to do with pigment or as an opposition to

color. As I am working and exploring black in different kinds of dimensions,

I’m definitely more and more convinced that black is actually the beginning

of everything, which the art concept is not. Black gets rid of the historical

definition. Black is a state of being blind and more aware. Black is a

oneness with birth. Black is within totality, the oneness of all. Black is the

expansion of consciousness in all directions.” I continued: “Black is one of

the important reasons why the racial conflicts are happening today,

because it is part of an old way to look at a human being or race in terms of

color. Black will get rid of the separation of colour at the end. Blackness is

the beginning of the re-sensitizing of human beings. I strongly believe in

the word ‘black power’ as a powerful message, for it destroys the old

notion of western man, and by destroying that notion it also destroys the

tradition of the art concept.”
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Syracuse Rebel :    A Syracuse Rebel in New York    |   The Black Gate Theatre

The Black Gate Theatre
Holding true to the philosophy of the underground that art can be created

outside the restriction of expensive equipment and materials, I continued

to work in many art forms. Therefore, it was a natural progression to treat

my films in a physical way by experimenting with painting, drawing and

burning on clear leader and scratching, punching holes and eating away

the emulsion on black leader later, using chemicals which caused me to

develop severe allergies. Simultaneously, I was working on 35 mm

sequential images on slides. I produced my first 4 minute film called

“BLACK IS.” The Grove Press Film Catalog which later distributed almost

all of my films described “BLACK IS,” “To the sound of a heartbeat and

made entirely without the use of a camera, this film projects abstract forms

and illuminations on a night-black background and suggests says

Tambellini, ‘seed black, seed black, sperm black, sperm black’.”

One day, while walking on the street, I found a large discarded roll of what

was then computer tape. The punched out holes was data in a language

understood by a computer. I transferred this language onto clear leader by

using this tape as a stencil, spraying the holes with black paint. By

projecting this leader, I realized the frantic action that the frames produced

forming a new visual language through its images. I began to collect

leader from Japanese films whose markings were different, other found

Still from BLACK IS
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footage and scraps of film. A filmmaker sold me a used Bolex Camera for

$300 and I started shooting film. After endless hours of editing, viewing

and re-editing a series of film which were “sensory experiences” was born.

My 10 films became paintings in motion.

The 4-1/2 minute “BLACK TRIP” of which the New York Times said, “It is a

trip for blind America. It is an experience of the destruction of the senses.”

The “Japanese Film Review,” Tokyo said that “It is excellent work……

.Tambellini stepped into a new stage of imagery and his work is a pioneer

piece of electronic age.” Another film, “BLACK TRIP 2” is an internal

probing of the violence and mystery of the American psyche seen through

the eyes of a black man and the Russian Revolution.

The only film made totally shot with a hand-held camera was the 8-1/2

minute “BLACK PLUS X.” Grove Press said of the film, “The time is

summer and the characters are black children spending the day playing in

Coney Island. The extra, the ‘X’ of ‘BLACK PLUS X’ is a filmic device by

which a black person is instantaneously turned into white by a mere

projection of the negative image. It is “Tambellini’s tongue-in-cheek

“solution” to the race problem.” This film was represented in “Projected

Art Show” at the Finch College Museum of Art in 1967. About the film

“MOONBLACK,” 14 minutes long, Grove Press says: “Tambellini employs

action painting on film and videotape with white on black abstraction

projected in split-second cuts, rapidly changing their forms, and moving

ever upwards into the blackness of the cosmos. The sensation of a space

flight is further heightened by the continuous roar of the rocket engine and

the conversations between astronauts and Houston Control.”
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“BLACK TV,” a 10 minute film, is my most social and political movie. It was

made from a compilation of pre-taped videos of news events of the times

including the assassination of Bobby Kennedy, the racial riots, police

brutality, the Vietnam War and special programs such as “Hunger in

America.” The tapes were re-shot in a re-edited form using the Bolex

camera and then underwent more extensive editing. It was originally

conceived and presented in a split screen form. “BLACK TV,” reports

Grove Press in its catalogue, “won the Grand Prix at the 1969 Oberhausen

International Short Film Festival (shown as a single screen). The film is the

artist’s sensory perception of the violence of the world we live in,

projected through a television tube..…’BLACK TV’ was broadcast by ABC-

TV News.”(Actually, what was broadcast was my first “black” video)

“Tambellini’s “BLACK TV” is a great work in video tape. Of Tambellini’s

work so far, this is a masterpiece. Here video TV has become a personal

and artistic medium,” reported the Japan Film Review, Tokyo. Some of my

films were shown at the Jewish Museum in the show “Film as Art”.

On September 16, 1966, Elsa and I opened the 200 seat Gate Theatre on

2nd Avenue and 10th Street, a building whose sign is still carved in the

entrance as a Presbyterian Tabernacle Church. The Gate Theatre was the

only theatre to show avant-garde, underground films in continuous

showing, till midnight, seven days a week. The theatre charged $1.50

admission. The Gate was dubbed the “Radical Underground in Film” and

its programs became part of what was labeled “The Angry Arts in

Underground Film.” We advertised our weekly programs in the The Village
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Voice and The New York Times. The outside of the theatre had a flag which

I designed with the word Gate inside of a black circle. Our wall marquis

held huge Photostats of the programs. We displayed photographs of

artistic events as well as poems on the walls in the lobby. Young and old,

educated and uneducated flocked to the Gate Theatre. We were trying to

expose the general public to a type of film which was usually reserved for

a small and more sophisticated audience; as well as, supporting up-and-

coming filmmakers who had a difficult time finding a theatre that would

risk showing their features because they were not established.

At The Gate, we premiered Brian De Palma’s first full length feature The

Wedding Party, that he made while studying at Sarah Lawrence College. I

remember De Palma’s 16mm film being shown in the theatre while he

personally was projecting his trailer with an 8 mm projector on the glass of

the front door of The Gate. One of the early shows at the Gate was Robert

Downey’s first feature, Chafed Elbows. It starred his wife who came often

to my theatre holding a baby who grew up to be Bob Downey Jr. of

Hollywood fame. Downey’s film was shown in a double billing with Scorpio

Rising by Kenneth Anger. This program ran for over a month. We were

showing Jack Smith’s feature film, No President when a funny incident

happened. We usually hired young students as projectionists from the

New York University who would sit and study and periodically attended to

the film. Jack Smith, who was also in the projection booth, was changing

his mind about the editing and wanted to re-edit the film when the

projectionist was changing reels. This re-editing caused a major problem

in the projection booth and a major disruption with the projectionist

threatening to quit. Jack ran down the stairs screaming as he ran out of
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the theatre, “I am going to kill the projectionist! I am going to kill him!” I

ran to the projection booth and pacified the young projectionist excusing

Jack Smith’s actions describing him as a very good but difficult artist who

needed our understanding.

On one occasion while sitting in the audience in a fully packed house

viewing one of my films as part of the weekly program, I sat next to a man

who was becoming progressively more uncomfortable with the film. He

became very agitated, covering his eyes, looking down saying, “This is

awful.” “This is terrible.” He kept on asking me if the film was over, to

which I kept on answering “No.” When it was over, I told the man and

relieved he responded, “Thank God!” I never told him that that was my

movie. At the end of the same program, however, a woman in the audience

went to the ticket seller to ask who had made that film. They brought her to

me. She said that one of her very close friends was almost totally blind

and she felt that he would have appreciated “the experience” of watching

my film. Young people loved my films. I had problems with the older

generation.

An example of a typical special, sold-out program which we had at The

Gate was “Psychedelia Tune In.” This program brought Dr. Ralph Metzner,

Chief Associate of Dr. Timothy Leary, on stage with a discussion

“Psychedelic No-Art.” Richard Aldcroft, also, presented his Infinity

Machine which had been featured on the cover of Life Magazine, 1966

issue. The rest of the program included the screening of experimental

films by: Jud Yalkut, Bruce Conner and my first film “BLACK IS.” Dan

Sullivan, in the October 29, 1966 review for the New York Times entitled
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“Gate Theatre Screens a Psychedelicate Subject” calls “BLACK IS” “the

most interesting… a dazzling succession of black-on-white and white-on

black splotches, dots, zig-zags and starbursts painted directly on the

film… suggested that action painting might have found, in film, a home

that suits it far better than canvas ever did.”

A rare movie event occurred when we projected the rare and seldom seen

Salome. An older Russian dancer Alla Nazimova, starred in a film as the

young 'Salome’. Natacha Rambova (later the wife of Rudolph Valentino)

patterned the set and costumes after the Aubrey Beardsley illustrations.

The Elder and Spiritual Leader of the Hare Krishna who had brought the

movement to the Lower East Side had his gathering place in a storefront

near The Gate. He came to ask me if he could have an evening at the

theatre. There, he conducted their rituals which included chants, dances

and songs.

Saul Gottlieb, a member of the Living Theatre presented a political play

utilizing the whole space and involving the audience. Months later,

together, we organized a demonstration called “Black Death.” We called

for a midnight mass in “mourning for atrocities in Vietnam with an offering

for Cardinal Spellman” for his public support of the War. The flyer asked

people to wear black and to carry a flashlight or a candle. We started on

the 2nd Street and 2nd Avenue on Sunday night at 10:30 p.m. There was a

procession half mile long with people joining us on route with candles lit

or holding flashlights and carrying what seemed to be dead bodies on

their shoulders. I was in front of the procession carrying a 6 foot crosses

while a drummer was beating a funeral march. We ended up at the
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Chancellery up-town but, Cardinal Spellman was not there. The press

covered this event while a far in the right magazine called our efforts anti-

American.

Typically, each program at the Gate Theatre which changed weekly

consisted of an hour and a half of a compilation of individual short films.

Often we challenged the Censorship Laws with erotic shows, one of them

called “Erotica Neuratica.” Very often we showed the films of: Stan

Brakhage, Robert Breer, Bruce Conner, Maya Deren, Ed Emshwiller, the

Kuchar brothers and others, as well as having my films. George Kuchar

asked me to take a minor role in one of his films playing a rapist who was

raping a woman in the upstairs’ Gate bathroom. As he filmed, he was on

top of the water fountain, broke it and water started to come gushing out

running down the stairway just 15 minutes before the theatre was due to

open. We quickly mopped the floor and tried to repair the damage; but, in

all of this, we could not find George Kushar who felt so badly about what

happened that he hid away from the action.

Many of the films came from the West Coast; but, also we had several

programs of Japanese underground. Taka Imura, a Japanese experimental

film-maker, whose films we often showed was our contact to Japan and

many times brought us the Japanese underground films. He also brought

the American underground to Japan, including several of my films which

were shown at the Sogetsu Arts Center, Tokyo. Where The Gate was

located, within a five/six block area that, in other times had been called the

“Jewish Broadway.” It is that very area that exploded as the new cultural

center of the “Hippie Generation.” There was so much activity, that one of
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the major TV stations ran a 5 minute spot of programming at The Gate and

The Black Gate.

On the weekends, the theatre became the home of the Theatre of the

Ridiculous, directed by Charles Ludlam which performed there between

the hours of 1:00 a.m. and 3:30 a.m. Their plays were parodies and most of

their female parts were played by men. Some of the members of the cast

included: Mario Montez, Black-Eye Susan and Jack Smith who had a fight

with the cast and separated from the company. They were presenting such

outrageous plays as: “When Queens Collide,” “Dracula” and “Grant Hotel”

to name a few. They attracted a faithful large audience. One evening, I saw

a delegation of diplomats from the Indian Embassy enter the theatre. Men

and women were dressed in their national garbs, all looking very proper

and formal. They sat to watch what they thought to be a serious play. The

Theatre of the Ridiculous was putting on a play called “Indira Gandhi’s

Secret Desire.” The guys in drag were bad enough to shock the new

audience who sat motionless but the culminating blow came when an

actor came out sporting a 3 foot stuffed penis.

One weekend evening between the main showing of the film and the

beginning of the Theatre of the Ridiculous program, the ticket seller was

talking to two men who were sitting on a bench. Suddenly, one of these

pulled out a loaded gun holding it to his temple asking him for the box

office’s evening take. The young man came up-stairs to my office very

scared but very concerned about the fact that he had to hand over the

money. Since this was not the only robbery having been previously robbed

of one of our 16 mm projector, I decided then to buy a large German
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Shepherd puppy which I did at 14th Street. “Jet” grew up in the theatre and

became a permanent addition as an excellent guard. “Our lives held many

struggles, controversies and harassments for those of us on the fringes of

a society.” Elsa in her article for Arts Canada described that kind of artistic

life steeped in problems: “One is never sure when subject matter (political

or social) revolutions in artistic form and structure, will place everything in

a state of jeopardy… Sometimes rather subtly, there is a rash of city

inspectors and policemen who think they can find some technical way to

close the doors…At other times, war is openly declared.” Battles with the

various departments at the city became a common occurrence.
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In March 1967, using the large space above the Gate Theatre, Otto Piene

and I founded The Black Gate Theatre, the first “Electromedia” Theatre in

New York City. I painted with black the 3 inch thick wooden platform

covering the floor. Someone volunteered to make black cushions which

were placed on the platform and used by the audience to sit on. The space

had three large, rectangular pillars. The walls were painted white. The

room had no lighting facilities but had plenty of AC outlets in which one

could plug numerous projectors. This room was to be considered an open

space for experimentation by the artists working with the new media for

Performances and Installations. Carman Moore from The Village Voice,

after a visit to the Black Gate in 1968, wrote, “The vibrations of the Black

Gate room seem to be about thinking.”

Otto Piene and I opened the first Black Gate Program with “BLACKOUT”

which was the simultaneous showing of my hand-painted film projected

slightly out of synch and four carousel projectors zooming lumagrams of

concentric circles continuously onto the environment, covering the entire

wall. Otto Piene’s “THE PROLIFERATION OF THE SUN” was a series of

hand-painted slides projected around the room as the audience sat on the

floor. The program notes given to the audience included Otto’s description

of his presentation and I included a series of philosophical statements

such as “blackout—man does not need his eyes but to function with 13

billion cells in his brain.”

Future programs had performances by, to name a few: Nam June Paik who

performed without the use of video and Charlotte Moorman who zipped

herself inside a bag and played the cello; Kosuki, made an installation
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experimenting with radio sound; the Group USCO with Gert Stern and Jud

Yalkut did an installation projecting on balloon screens; Preston

McClanahan used light and fog for an installation which surprisingly was

visited by anthropologist Margaret Mead; Jergen Klaus brought an evening

of short German films on conceptual and other German artists including

an early work by Hans Haaker shot on a Berlin Street. Carman Moore in

The Village Voice in 1968 talks about a visit to the Black Gate: “I dropped

in on a rehearsal of composer Jacques Beckaert’s (from France) piece of

tape, viola, and voice last Saturday. Composer-violinist David Behrman

owned the electronic equipment and was whipping out just the right box

with the right switch to get the right sound all afternoon. An Intense work

of strong musicality and social statement on the black man’s plight

seemed in the making.”

Memorable is Kusama’s performance called “Obliterations” with music by

Joe Jones’, a Fluxus Artist. In this case, the music or sound consisted of

about thirty live frogs in a tank full of water that Joe Jones would rub

under their bellies to stimulate their production sound as Kusama painted

dots over the bodies of female models. The frog music was to be amplified

by microphones. Kusama advertised on the Village Voice with a

photograph of herself naked lying on a mat, her back completely covered

with painted dots. There were several days of preparations and Joe Jones,

besides coming to change the water and stroke the frogs on a daily basis,

had rented a delivery tricycle and rode around 2nd Avenue with a sign to

advertise the show. Joe Jones was hit by a car. With his leg in a cast, I saw

him one early morning arguing with Kusama because she thought the

frogs had no sense of rhythm as she was painting the dots. She took a

“The Black Gate is a large room above the Gate
Theatre. In the past it has been devoted to
environmental mixed-media. Over two years ago,
the Black Gate and the events of the Martinique
Theatre were the first commercial places to
‘happen.’ Later this fall the BLACK GATE will
again present mixed-media programmed by Aldo
Tambellini. When I spoke to Aldo Tambellini a few
days ago, he mentioned that the programs would
continue in the new dimension of ‘Electromedia.’
ELECTROMEDIA is electronics, lights, television,
etc. in the hands of artists. In Aldo’s
‘Electromedia’ is a significant belief which is
radically different from the present-day art world.
Today’s filmmaker works independently from the
painter and the sculptor. All three artists work
individually and their works are exhibited
separately. Aldo believes that this is outdated, for
by combining the three, the experience is
intensified and the artists can ‘stimulate the
senses with many leveled, multiple and
simultaneous experiences often expressed
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small drum and beat out the timing saying “I want beat dot, beat dot, beat

dot.” Joe Jones screamed back, “My frog music is not polyphonic, your

drum is.” The day of the event it was pouring rain and full of heat and

humidity, the Black Gate was packed with a standing room only audience.

The place looked eerie with purple lights and it was full of under cover

police as they thought it was going to be a sex show. Her performance was

going to be preceded by a talk by Gordon Brown, Art Critic. As the time to

begin came and went and Gordon Brown was not appearing, Kusama

became very agitated. The more agitated she became the more difficult

she was to understand. She wanted someone to go to her loft, break the

door down and get him out of bed. She ran around nervous and crazy.

Finally, Gordon appeared, the show began, with all the noise, we never

knew if the frogs croaked, Kusama painted the dots on the models and the

police made no arrests.

On March 1968, I presented “BLACK TV,” an “Electromedia” environment

using several monitors. At other times, in informal gatherings, I presented

my video tapes. Keeping with the concept of Media at the Black Gate, I

published two newspapers in the form of posters called “The Black Gate.”

The first had philosophical statements by Otto Piene and me and

announcing the future programs. The second one had a circle in the center

with a social statement about the social reorientation of America in the

Space Era that I wrote surrounded by still photos of my first video tape as

it was rebroadcast with an interview on ABC TV Channel 7, New York City

on December 21, 1967.

In 1966, at Willoughby’s on 32nd Street, I purchased the first model of

through environments or live events . . Artists
working in this media can no longer consider
themselves specialists in a single discipline.
Although they come from different backgrounds
such as film, theatre, dance, painting and
sculpture each is interweaving their media.
Electromedia is our era. We must get to the heart
of the media, to its tube, its filament, its energy.’
Aldo is looking to a future in which art objects are
no longer purchased by a collector, for
Electromedia is kinematical and must be
experienced. – Jerry Wakefield, down town
magazine, 10/7/67
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video-recorder on the market, a Sony CV 2000 before the portable was

sold. At The Black Gate Theatre, I mounted the camera on a tripod, set up

a microphone, set up a feedback with the sound, took a portable light and

created simultaneous live movements by shinning the light directly into

the camera. The recording of these movements, in 1966, was my first

videotape. These lights slowly began to burnout the vidicon, leaving

permanent black spots that showed on the recorded tape. That day on the

Lower East Side, I produced the first half hour segment and the following

day it became an hour. This tape was shown on Channel 7, ABC TV News

in New York on December 21, 1967. It was difficult at that time to find labs

where I could make copies of this tape. I did find a place near La Guardia

Airport called Video Flight which was transferring movies onto tapes for

the airline companies. They copied the tape. As they were duplicating the

tape, I saw test patterns and other electronic images on the monitors that

excited me. I spoke with the young engineers and decided to collaborate

with them returning to make a second tape of the electronic images. This

manipulation of the test patterns became my second tape. The sound

heard on the tape was from an oscilloscope which I controlled and through

the sound manipulating the images. Further into the tape, the sound is my

own voice improvising as I reacted to the images.

I received a grant from the NY State Council of the Arts to show the film

and video in several locations in upstate New York. “The Knickerbocker

News” reported my presentation of the program at the Campus Center of

the State University of Albany on March 27, 1968: “the audience was

sitting and lying on the floor in the assembly room of the Campus Center…

Mr. Tambellini turned out the lights…what emerges is a audio-visual
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bombardment that mesmerizes and attacks the senses. Light leaps out,

falls back, scrawls itself into squiggles. New images merge with the other

images left from the image before. One tries to identify, to seek contact, it

is impossible. Hypnotic light takes over, the sound screams whistles and

crawls up and down through a cycle tones, the biggest fingernails in the

universe is being scratched over a blackboard. The audience becomes to

get uneasy, one girl flees hands over her ears. Physiological factors begin

to emerge and one begins to wonder somewhat uneasily if there is not

limit to human endurance… Then comes the threshold and the mind takes

no more… or cannot. One sits waiting for the end… Part 2 is a similar

bombardment only using the four TV consoles, two motion picture

projectors and two slide projectors plus the sound… a vast subterranean

rumbling that never ceased while on the walls and ceiling flickered sudden

images… coiling tubes, clinical-looking non identifiable objects. It was an

ever-moving Rorschach test, updated… At the end of the performance last

night when the lights went up everybody looked at each other dazed, their

eyes looking like road maps.

In the issue of The East Village Other of January 26-February 1, 1968, the

art critic Lil Picard asked, “Why is it television?” I answered: “Because

television is no longer a painting or a form which could work on a canvas

which can only be owned, which can only be seen which can only involve

a small, limited amount of people. I am looking for the many. I am looking

for the multitude. I am looking for the simultaneous. I looking for humanity

as humanity… To me humanity is the sharing, the exchange, the giving of

my particular experience for man to have. For man to have it there should

be no dictatorship or owning a particular work as if owning someone’s

Aldo with Potopac
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particular life. Like somebody might say ‘I own a Van Gogh.’ I want to say

that somebody does not own anything but he has the same experience,

the same life, the same fucking heart, the same human concept as

anybody else can have.”

I also worked with engineer Tracy Kinsel, from Bell Laboratories,whom I

had met during the show at the Brooklyn Museum called “Some More

Beginnings,” sponsored by EAT (Experiment in Arts and Technology)

organized by Rauschenberg and Billy Kluver. I showed “BLACK VIDEO 2,”

a combined or television sculpture, later shown at the Howard Wise gallery

show, “Festival of Lights.” I approached Tracy Kinsel, who later introduced

me to Hans Reinbold, because I wanted to alter a black and white

television set in order to have it broadcast in a spiral configuration. A set

was re-circuited for me so that all regular broadcast imagery was

transformed into a constantly moving spiral that is drawn into the center of

the tube. After many attempts, we finally got the results we wanted. To me

it was nature as we will see it in the future, in circular or spiral form. No

Up- No Down-No Gravity. Floating. I called the piece, “BLACK SPIRAL,” a

television sculpture, later exhibited at the Howard Wise Gallery, New York

City in 1969 in the show , “TV as a Creative Medium,” the first television

show in an art gallery. Kenneth Baker in his article, “Levine, Tambellini,

and TV” states, “The result is a TV that swallows images, almost as a

metaphor for what television does to the distinctions that our ordinary

perception of the world trains us to make.”

"A set was re-circuited for me so that all regular
broadcast imagery was transformed into a constantly
moving spiral that is drawn into the center of the tube"
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In 1968, I came upon the idea of photographing an image directly from the

TV screen without using the camera. Upstairs, at the Gate Theatre, next to

the projection booth, I placed the emulsion side of the photo paper in front

of the TV monitor in the dark, turned on the TV set and when the beam

flashed on the paper, I immediately shut it off. I developed the paper in the

sink and a black dot appeared the image of the beam. I made many

variations using this method. One of them was a self-portrait made by

playing back a pre-recorded tape of myself, stopping the recorder and

reproducing in photo paper my self portrait. I called these prints

“Videograms”. They were exhibited with other works of mine about

television on January 21-February 22, 1970 at the “Vision & Television

Show” at the Rose Art Museum, Brandeis University, Massachusetts. As

part of this show, there was also the experimental program with children

which I was invited to make for Channel 25, Board of Education Television
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in New York, which the producer entitled, “Aldo Tambellini: TV Media

Pioneer.” The whole exhibit was the first acknowledgement of television as

an art form by a museum in the United States.

I was in the first show of video at the Whitney Museum, called a “Special

Video Show” in 1971. This was the first New York Museum to acknowledge

video tape as an art form. Otto Piene and I were invited to make the first

ever one hour broadcast by television artists at WDRTV, German television

in Cologne, Germany in 1968. My “Electromedia” environment and Piene’s

helium inflated polyethylene tubing became, “Black Gate Cologne.”

Subsequently, in 1969, six artists were invited to work with television

technicians for the creation of "The Medium Is the Medium," the first

broadcast in the U.S. by artists making use of television as an art form on

WGBH, Boston, MA. The program was nationally broadcast. “Aldo

Tambellini’s work "Black" features images from slides, films, and

television monitors and the responses of children. The work, which is

black-and- white, opens with abstract circular designs and moves into

street scenes and images of children's faces. At one point the children are

heard discussing blackness and racial identity” (quoted from the

description found on the web site of the New Television Workshop

Collection).

Recently, I was in New York’s Lower East Side and saw the Old Gate

Theatre which is now a clothing store and the storefront at 217 E 2nd

Street is an empty lot.

Tuning the tube: Images from Black Spiral
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Experimental Film-maker:    Filmography   |   Reviews    |   Aldo's use of Black    |   Black Film Series   |   Black TV    |   Listen

Filmography
"The Black Film Series, a sequence of seven films made between 1965-69,

is a primitive, sensory exploration of the medium, which ranges from total

abstraction to the assassination of Bobby Kennedy, the Vietnam War, and

black teenagers in Coney Island. Before picking up a camera, Tambellini

physically worked on the film strip, treating the emulsion with chemicals,

paint, ink and stencils, slicing and scraping the celluloid, and dynamically

intercutting material from industrial films, newsreels and broadcast

television. Abrasive, provocative and turbulent, the series is a rapid-fire

response to the beginning of the information age and a world in flux. "

– Mark Webber, Independent Film, England

EXPERIMENTAL FILM

1965-1968 BLACK IS: 4 min. long
First film
Done entirely without the use of a camera
BLACK TRIP 1: 4-¹⁄  min
BLACK TRIP 2: 3 min.
BLACK PLUS X: 8 ¹⁄  min.
BLACKOUT: 9 min
MOONBLACK: 14 min
BLACK TV: 10 min
Winner of the Grand Prix at Oberhausen Film
Festival 1969
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2004 LISTEN 2005
Winner of 1st Prize Experimental Film by
Independent Filmmaker at New England Film
& Video Festival
Selected at Potenza Film and Video Festival,
Potenza, Italy

FILM FESTIVALS AND SCREENING (partial listing)

1967 1st Festival of North American Cinema
Cinectiy, Toronto, Canada

Sogetsu International Experimental Film
Festival, Sogetsu, Japan

2nd Underground Film Festival
Tokyo, Japan

EXPO ’67
International Festival of Film for Young
People
Youth Pavilion
Montreal, Canada

1968 X Screen
Museum Allrof-Richartz, Cologne, Germany
One man Film Exhibition

1968 Yale Film Festival
Yale University, New Haven, CT
"BLACK TV" split screen received Honorable
Mention

6th Annual Avant-Garde Film Festival
New York, N.Y.

Film Festival
San Francisco State College
San Francisco, CA

BLACK IS (1965)

To the sound of a heartbeat and made entirely
without the use of a camera, this film projects
abstract forms and illuminations on a night-black
background and suggests as Tambellini says,
“seed black, seed black, sperm black, sperm
black.” Grove Press Film Catalog
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1968 & 1969 Ann Arbor Film Festival
Ann Arbor, Michigan
“BLACK TV” received Honorable Mention

1969 Oberhausen Film Festival
Oberhausen, Germany
Won Grand Prix for "BLACK TV"

1971 Jewish Museum
New York, N.Y.
One Man Film Show

Museum of Modern Art
New York, N.Y.
"Cineprobe"
One Man Film Show

1974 Anthology Film Archives
New York, N.Y.
One Man Exhibition
"From Film to Video"

1975 Center for Advanced Visual Studies
MIT, Cambridge, MA.
"Arttransition"
Split-screen film projection & Video
Performance

1977 Documenta 6
Kassel, Germany

2003 1st HOWL Festival
New York, N.Y.
Mini-Film Retrospective

2004 2nd HOWL Festival
New York, N.Y.
Mini- Retrospective of film and video

Premiere screening of new computerized
film "LISTEN"

BLACK TV (1968) Split screen

BLACK TV won the Grand Prix at the 1969
Oberhausen International Short Film Festival,
Germany. In the collection of the Museum of
Modern Art, NYC; Smithsonian Museum of
American Art.

BLACK TRIP (1965)
Through the uses of kinescope, video,
multimedia, and direct painting on film, an
impression is gained of the frantic action of
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New England Film and Video
Brookline, MA.
Winner First Prize for Experimental Short by
Independent Filmmaker

2005 3rd HOWL Festival
New York, New York
Premiere Screening of “Digital Triptych,” “–1
(Minus One)

2006 Screening of “LISTEN”
Syracuse International Film Festival
Winner of First Prize Experimental Short
Category

2006 OFF: Other Film Festival
Queensland, Australia
screening: Black Plus-X, Black & White;
Black Trip, Black & White; Black T.V., Black
& White

2007 OFF: Other Film Festival
BRISBANE: INSTITUTE OF MODERN ART,
OLD MUSEUM, AHIMSA HOUSE.
MELBOURNE: ACMI
Screened: Black Trip

2007 Art Gallery of New South Wales: Expansive
Cinema 2-5
New South Wales, Australia
Screened: Black Trip

2007 Syracuse Film Festival, NY
retrospective of Aldo Tambellini’s film &
video work
Aldo received Lifetime Achievement Award

2007 Evolution Film Festival, Leeds, UK
retrospective of Aldo Tambellini’s work in
film & video

protoplasm under a microscope where an
imaginative viewer may see the genesis of it all. –
Grove Press Film Catalog

BLACK TRIP 2 (1967)
“An internal probing of the violence and mystery
of the American psyche seen through the eye of a
black man and the Russian revolution.”– A.T.

BLACK PLUS X (1966)
Tambellini here focuses on contemporary life in a
black community. The extra, the “X” of Black Plus
X, is a filmic device by which a black person is
instantaneously turned white by the mere
projection of the negative image. The time is
summer, and the place is an oceanside
amusement park where black children are playing
in the surf and enjoying the rides, quite oblivious
to Tambellini’s tongue-in-cheek “solution” to the
race problem. – Grove Press Film Catalog
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2007 Lucca International Film Festival (Italy)
retrospective of Aldo Tambellini’s work in
film & video

2007 SNOB (Somewhat North of Boston Film
Festival) N.H.
retrospective of Aldo Tambellini’s film &
video

2008 Anthology Film Archive, New York, N.Y.
“Circuit Off” Program
Film and Video Retrospective

2009 Cinematheque Francaise, Paris, France
“Masters of Texture”
Group Film Program

2009 Centre for Art and Media
Brussels, Denmark
Group Show 15 video artists
“Interstitial Zones”

2009 Retrospective
International Film and Video Conference
Featured Artist
Osnabruck, Germany

2010 Retrospective
Harvard Film Archive
Cambridge, MA

2010 Film Showing
Schrin Kunsthalle Frankfurt
"Zelluloid" Exhibition
cameraless films

2010 Film Screening
ARTIUM Museum
Victoria, Spain

2010 Aldo Tambellini’s Black on Black-2009
& Black Film Series-1965-69,

BLACKOUT

MOONBLACK
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Harvard Film Archive-
Carpenter Center, Cambridge, MA

2010 Aldo Tambellini: Black Is,
Pierre Menard Gallery, Cambridge, MA

2011 Aldo Tambellini: The Black Films,
Emerson College, Boston, MA

2011 Black on Black: Works By Aldo Tambellini
Herter Art Gallery,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA

2011 Black Zero Retrospective
Chelsea Art Museum
New York

2012 Aldo Tambellini - Back to Black,
Centre Pompidou, Paris, France
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Reviews and Articles
Art Experience NYC Fall 2013

BY AUGUST 25, 2012 the spacecraft Voyager I left Solar System, entering

in an interstellar space. According to Science magazine, the spacecraft is

now almost 19 billion kilometers away from Earth. It has been wandering

across the space for over a quarter of a century, still sending signals,

which take over seventeen hours to arrive to our planet. These radio

waves are weak and hard to decode, but the Voyager I ?urney just opened

a new Era for Astronautics. The spacecraft was launched in 1977. Sixteen

years before, in 1961, Italian-Brazilian American artist Aldo Tambellini (b.

1930), wrote over a painting on paper 堁re the Primitives of a New Era.?

painting may look like a late Abstract Expressionist work, if not for these

poorly handwritten words, displayed in a manner that rather anticipates

the so-called ?painting? the anti-aesthetics of the late seventies and early

eighties. On the left side of the paper there is a black circle. On the right is

a smaller one, drawn with a pencil, with a dark spot inside it. These forms,

in their tension, may tell us a little bit about Tambellini?nterest in

interstellar space, just a few years after the first manmade object orbited

the Earth. After meeting Tambellini, I would say these circles also embody

his obsession for the unexplored. He is an artist whose work was

definitively ahead of his time.

BLACK ZERO CATALOGUE / BORIS LURIE ART
FOUNDATION

A-11, 1989. Acrylic on architectural paper
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Read more (pdf)

2012 Toronto International Film Festival: Wavelengths 4

Culling from archival news footage and displayed in 16mm split-screen

dual projection, Tambellini’s screens act as distorted television sets,

playing off each other’s frenetic images and invasive snow. White noise

mutates into an electronic heartbeat as the images begin to pulsate,

creating a dynamic force field. Close-ups of faces frozen in shock and

terror are matched by choked voices and layers of screams, repeated

variations of “Senator Kennedy has been shot” and exclamations of “Oh

God! Oh no!”

Read more.

I did see a handful of older titles in Wavelengths, including, most

stunningly, Aldo Tambellini's Black TV from 1968, a duel 16mm projection

of television screens in grainy black and white centering on the Robert

Kennedy shooting and forming a hectic, snowy tapestry of televisual

chaos going in and out of sync with reported terror (obvious shades of

Bruce Conner's Report). It catches and re-expresses in its own terms the

sense of information overload of the television age ...

Read more.

2011 Boston Cyberarts Festival

If “to dislocate the senses of the viewer” was one of the goals behind Aldo

Tambellini’s Black Films, the outcome has been a highly successful one.

The abstracted forms and images in the films recall the palpability of

Abstract Expressionism, in the sense that one sees an Abstract

Expressionist painting and our immediate is to want to feel the texture.
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The work of Tambellini is a “primitive, sensory exploration of the medium,

which ranges from total abstraction to the assassination of Bobby

Kennedy, the Vietnam War, and black teenagers in Coney Island.” Black for

Tambellini is a color, a color he has developed a profound relationship

with throughout his artistic career.

Read more.

The Tanks at Tate Modern: Aldo Tambellini

Considered a pioneer of Expanded Cinema, Aldo Tambellini came to

prominence in the 1960s with his experimental work in television and

cinema. Fascinated by the blurring of boundaries between creative

disciplines, he began to fuse film projections with music, dance, painting

and spoken word, producing kinetic, sculptural installations. For the

Tanks: Art in Action, Tambellini revisits his early works 'Moondial' and

'Black Zero'.

View the video.

Black is the Colour: Femficatio's interview with Aldo Tambellini

Running down the street; that?w all meetings begin with Femficatio.

Kamaria waiting downstairs, as she?ther early or she?te. It was the 14th of

October, the day after we saw a live performance of Black Zero and

Moondial at the Tate Tanks; And though we were dog tired from the night

before (which will be explained) we were feverish with excitement. We

arrived on the 13th of October to Tate Modern at 6pm on a blustery London

day that threatened and drizzled rain. 6pm was when Tambellini?hibition,

Retracing Black was to begin, with a film showing that would lead to the

live performance of Black Zero 1965 and Moondial 1966.
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Read more: femficatio.com/2012/11/29/black-is-the-colour-femficatios-

interview-with-aldo-tambellini/

Sight and Sound: Paint It Black

Until a spate of recent film and video retrospectives rescued his name

from obscurity, Aldo Tambellini was virtually unknown except among a few

diehards in New York. His neglect might partly be explained by his

decision to leave the city that had been his muse in 1976, following a

period of intense activity in the 1969s that culminated in the Black Film

Series – a sequence of boldly experimental black-and-white shorts

deploying a range of cameraless techniques and equally inventive, noise-

ridden soundtracks – and the dazzling Electromedia environments, which

fused different art and media forms and influenced Andy Warhol’s

Exploding Plastic.

Read more (pdf)

Artforum January 2013

THE CHOICE OF VENUE could not have been more perfect. The huge,

unlit, cylindrical spaces of the Tate Tanks seem to call for an artist whose

preferred shape is the circle and whose key motif is darkness or, to be

more precise, blackness, in all its forms and with all its connotations.

Neither white cubes nor black boxes, the Tanks project a spirit of "activity"

that is equally apposite here: Aldo Tambellini has been a media artist since

the early 1960s, and his use of video, film, and slide projections has

always been about environmental manipulations and sensorial onslaught,

not about presentation per se. His work is concerned with physical forces,

not images. But those physical forces are deployed in ways that open onto
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questions of social forces. Ultimately, his artistic strategy is one that

works

to expose a troubling ethics of the image and of imagining or picturing as

a social act.

Read more (pdf)

FlashArt November 2012

"RETRACING BLACK," la rassegna dedicata ad Aldo Tambellini alla Tate

Modem di Londra, a cura di Corner. Bursi e Bolognesi, segna un primo

passo fondamemalc, dopo la rassegna dei suoi "Biack Films" al Centre

Pompidou, per la definitiva scoperta di questo artista italo-americano che,

a eccezione di un circuito rlstretto di conoscitori, è rimasto finora

inspiegabilmente sconosciuto.

Read more (pdf)

“The Sun and the Last Star Have Burned Out”

For all the attention directed, in the medium of film, at that which is

unexposed (emphasized in the work of a cinematographer like Gordon

Willis), few filmmakers seem to take it as seriously as Cambridge,

Massachusetts artist Aldo Tambellini. So dedicated is he to building with

and manipulating the black side of black-and-white, that he often forsakes

the process of photography altogether, or at least gives it backseat status

behind the tactile, solid, and confrontingly textural. To him, black is not

blank, and it does not represent a world of shadows – it is, simply, a

blotting-out of everything else, and in a series of maximalist, abstract films

he did in the 1960s, he boils down images, materials, poetry, to their black

cores, and then continues to boil them before our eyes.
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Read more: http://voicethrower.wordpress.com/2011/11/20/the-sun-and-

the-last-star-have-burned-out/

Feel the Art

1965 was the beginning of the space age. Two years before that America

put man on the moon. History was zooming past us as technology became

better. The space age greatly influenced Black Zero because the piece

itself represents the rate at which everything is changing and the chaos

that comes with it. Please enjoy my thoughts on Black Zero.

Read more: http://macaulay.cuny.edu/eportfolios/feeltheart/white-

box/black-zero/

(R)evolution!

Zero is a starting point. And an ending point. A potentiality awaiting

realization. Zero is the point in space where the earth’s meridians meet the

Sun’s rotation on the ecliptic. Zero marks the longest day on earth and the

longest night, the absolute beginning of a solar revolution (Zero Aries) and

absolute ending (Zero Capricorn). A nothingness and simultaneously a

fullness, Black Zero is where the opposites of the universe converge.

Lisa Paul Streitfeld

Read more: http://hierosgamos.net/2011/10/06/aldo-tambellinis-black-zero/

Best in Show: Aldo Tambellini at Chelsea Art Museum

Apocalyptic, mystical, and almost always black, the art of multimedia

visionary Aldo Tambellini—collected here in a marvelous retrospective

that includes paintings, films, and sculpture—runs through the gallery like

the 50-year chronology of an obsession. Suggested by a youthful and

mysterious visitation, the dark circle or swirl became for the artist the
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subject of a lifelong study. Thickly brushed or delicately applied in

graphite, the form appears again and again—a dead star, a forbidding

storm, a hostile god. In the late 1980s, he spread the black masses across

upside-down schematics or maps, depicting (it would seem) the

obliteration of petty, earthly concerns as an act of transcendence. All this

speaks to a kind of atavistic spiritualism, particularly evident in the

primitive markings and roughly punctured surfaces of Tambellini's first

abstractions, which resemble cave paintings.

Read more: http://www.villagevoice.com/2011-10-12/art/best-in-show-aldo-

tambellini-at-chelsea-art-museum/

The Wire | Cross Platform

This month, a retrospective of Tambellini’s work, which in New York in the

1960s took on radical new forms, will be hosted by London's Tate Modern

in the fuel storage tanks adjoining the main museum that have been newly

repurposed into spaces for live art and perfomance. Assembled by

Tambellini with the assistance of Anna Salamone, his devoted archivist

and manager, Aldo Tambellini: Retracing Black looks to resurrect some of

the epochal sights, sounds and states of mind from the heroic era of

intermedia art, with a programme of films and videos projected against a

wall of noise. Tambellini’s art – pitched somewhere between installation

and performance – works at a visceral register, fated to engage whatever

present it happens to occupy.

Read more (pdf)

Art:21

Aldo Tambellini: I can’t tell you about Black Zero unless I tell you the
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beginning, which was called Black. [...] When I came to New York I ended

up working with black without thinking why. There was something about

the area I was in, in the Lower East Side. Somehow, spontaneously, my

work began to be a circular in form, and black. […] I was doing sculpture,

and then I was also doing painting, which was black.

Read more: http://blog.art21.org/2012/09/13/transmission-an-interview-

with-aldo-tambellini-black-zero-avant-garde-jazz-and-the-cosmic-void/

Arte e Critica

Il contributo di Aldo Tambellini all’arte internazionale, nel passaggio dal

Modernismo americano alla nuova era di sperimentazione postmediale, è

da considerarsi fondamentale e pionieristico nella storia dei media.

Sperimentando e connettendo fra loro i più diversi mezzi artistici e

tecnologici contribuisce alla nascita di una serie di fenomeni poi

ribattezzati con diverse definizioni, quali electromedia performance,

intermedia, multimedia, expanded cinema, etc.

Read more (pdf)

Alias

Alla (ri)scoperta dell’opera di Aldo Tambellini: intervista a Giulio Bursi e

Pia Bolognesi, curatori della retrospettiva dedicata dal Centre Pompidou al

grande creatore d’immagini nordamericano.

Read more (pdf)

Osnabrucker Zeitung: "Our Theatre Was Always Crowded"

"War is insane." A clear statement of Tambellini. And he adds: "War makes

people insane as well." This man knows what he is talking about. Even

though he was born in the USA, Aldo Tambellini grew up in Italy, where he
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had first hand experience with WWII. He survived an American air raid by

chance, in which his whole neighborhood was destroyed. This was

traumatic, also for his mother who later spent some time in a mental

hospital. Since then, Aldo Tambellini sees himself as a political artist who

fights against injustice, using poetical means. But it was not just his

childhood in Lucca that shaped him, but also New York. "The city became

my artistic home, especially the East Village" says Tambellini. "The rent

was cheap in those days and Allen Ginsberg was one of my neighbors." A

melting pot even in the artistic point of view. "We were running a film

theatre where we showed experimental films from Japan, Europe, from

everywhere. And the theatre was crowded each time, even with ordinary

people."

Read more (pdf)

Cahiers du Cinema: Le Journal

Electronic tools generate technologies that flow and erase: which is a

major problem for activists as for historians. At the crossroads between

these two disciplines, many filmmakers invent categorical blueprints to

activate images, display their political significations, and revive debates,

whether or not they have already been archived before this memorial

gesture.

Read more (pdf)
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Aldo’s use of Black
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“His Black is like a ‘blind spot’ – a phantasy with the speed of nightmare.

Hypnotic effect of organic microscopic forms. From darkness of the

daemon to brightness to sperm to womb to friction contraction expansion.

It is a trip for blind America.” – Takahiko Iimura, Eiga Hyoron (Japanese

Film Review)

“My approach to the non-photographic film is related to the oriental

(Chinese and Japanese) scroll.  The clear leader of the film is treated as a

scroll disregarding the frames and is scratched with abstract calligraphy

writing. The black leader is scratched in a similar manner with similar

images. I used found Japanese leader in one of my films.  I also use found

computer cards which I found on the sidewalk on West Broadway near

Spring St. in NYC in the 60’s.  The holes on the cards held meaning to the

computer but they too create a language when I used the holes as stencils

over the clear leader.  

 "I approach film as a direct medium.  Working directly on 16mm,
my basic method is as follows:  a way to produce light images by
taking away- a way to produce images by adding to.  I do not try
to imitate the form made by the camera; I try to bring out the
unique qualities which are inherent in the film itself-the celluloid
and the emulsion.  I scratched, perforated, drew, used acid and
other substances  the surface of the leader. The approach was
completely open where anything and everything was possible as
long as it is technically printable.  The movement of the
projector (30 frames per second) created the animated rhythm of
the film.To get down to the essentials:  light and motion."
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            How intense is the intensity of light?
            How many images of blackness in a second?
            How many sounds in a pulsation of light?
            How does an instant of film span a million?
            How black is the blackness?"

– Statement on Handmade Films, Aldo Tambellini

I am often asked about my obsession with BLACK.  My paintings are

black.  Here is a statement on BLACK:

BLACKOUT (1965)
”This film, like an action painting by Franz Kline,
is a rising crescendo of abstract images. Rapid
cuts of white forms on a black background
supplemented by an equally abstract soundtrack
give the impression of a bombardment in celestial
space or on a battlefield where cannons fire on an
Unseen enemy in the night.” Grove Press Film
Catalog

LISTEN (2005)
(Dedicated to the poet, Mayakovsky) A digital film
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suspended
                        over the void
                                    the immense
                                                black space

                        the silence of
                                    the universe
                                                the infinite sky

            how intensely BLACK
            how deeper than BLACK
            how blacker than BLACK
                                                                        can space be

“As a survivor of WWII in Italy, when at the age of
13 ½, my neighborhood was bombed by the B-23
on the Day of the Epiphany, ‘44. Twenty-one of my
neighbors were killed and many wounded. LISTEN
to the collateral damage of war! The killing fields,
the young soldiers’ wasted lives….. Why War?
Asks a child.” – A.T. Winner of the New England
Film Festival, Best Experimental Film 2005;
Winner of the Syracuse International Film Festival,
Best Experimental 2006
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                                                                             when the sun
                                                                                   is blackout
                        &
                        throughout
                               the universe
                                                            BLACK IS

            the blind see
                        a transplanted prophetic vision
                                    projecting darkening images
                                                                                        over the sun

                        the sun burns the eyes
                                    of those who can see
                                                & have no vision

somehow
     the solar winds navigate the BIG THOUGHT throughout black space
infinity
somehow
     a message breathes from the universe consciousness
somehow
     there is a language to be decoded
somehow
     there is still silence in its echo
somehow
     we are in a mindless voyage to destruction
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Black Film Series
“The absence of images, the black screen in the first minutes of
Isou’s Traité de Bave et d’Éternité (or in Howls for Sade, a film
containing no images whatsoever Isou ideated with Guy Debord
and was later realized by the author of The Society of Spectacle in
1952), in many of Brakhage’s films (Dog Star Man, for instance, or
Reflections on Black), and in Aldo Tambellini’s Black Films (Black Is

[1965], Black Trip 1 [1965], Black Trip 2 [1967], Blackout [1965]), is of
a special significance. The absence of images, or the black
screen, expresses disbelief for the association of images – while
all associations are possible –; it is a space dedicated to
imagination. Tambellini’s Black Films (1965-7) are non-
photographic too. In these films, Tambellini used clear leader,
which he used as a scroll, turning a blind eye to the frames. He
applied a mixture of chemicals - paint, ink and stencils
(sometimes using found objects, such as computer cards) - as
well as slicing and scraping the celluloid directly. The Black
Films are concerned, as John Cage’s conception of silence, Ad
Reinhardt’s black paintings, or Takahiko Iimura’s films
Ma:Intervals (1977), with notions of time as a colourless
intersection, void and nothingness. (Henri Bergson: “I cannot get

“BLACK IS flashes an inexhaustible variety
of painted images onto the screen to
dazzling optical effect.”
— Douglas Davis in “How Underground Films See
the Light As A New Art Film,” National Observer

“Abstract and arresting”           
— William Pepper of the World-Telegram & Sun,
New York

“A dazzling succession of black-on-white
splotches, dots, ziz-zags and starbursts
painted directly on film.”
— Dan Sullivan - New York Times

“His dynamic Black Film Series (1965-69) extends
from total abstraction to footage of the
assassination of Bobby Kennedy, the Vietnam
War, and black teenagers in Coney Island.
Tambellini worked directly on the film strip with
chemicals, paint and ink, scratching, scraping,
and inter-cutting material from industrial films,
newsreels and TV. Abrasive, provocative and
turbulent, the series is a rapid-fire response to the
beginning of the information age and a world in
flux.”
— Mark Webber, Film Curator, England on Aldo
Tambellini’s Retrospective, Leeds, England, 2007
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rid of the idea that the full is an embroidery on the canvas of the
void, that being is superimposed on nothing, and that in the idea
of «nothing» there is less than that of «something». Hence all
the mystery.” [Creative Evolution, 1944]).
— Donal Foreman, Experimental Film Club Blog

experimentalfilmclub.blogspot.com

BLACK IS (1965) – To the sound of a heartbeat and made entirely without
the use of a camera, this film projects abstract forms and illuminations on
a night-black background and suggests as Tambellini says, “seed black,
seed black, sperm black, sperm black.” Grove Press Film Catalog

BLACK TRIP (1965) – Through the uses of kinescope, video, multimedia,
and direct painting on film, an impression is gained of the frantic action of
protoplasm under a microscope where an imaginative viewer may see the
genesis of it all. – Grove Press Film Catalog

BLACK TRIP 2 (1967) - “An internal probing of the violence and mystery of
the American psyche seen through the eye of a black man and the Russian
revolution.”– A.T.

BLACK PLUS X (1966) - Tambellini here focuses on contemporary life in a
black community. The extra, the “X” of Black Plus X, is a filmic device by
which a black person is instantaneously turned white by the mere
projection of the negative image. The time is summer, and the place is an
oceanside amusement park where black children are playing in the surf
and enjoying the rides, quite oblivious to Tambellini’s tongue-in-cheek
“solution” to the race problem. – Grove Press Film Catalog

BLACKOUT (1965) “This film, like an action painting by Franz Kline, is a
rising crescendo of abstract images. Rapid cuts of white forms on a black
background supplemented by an equally abstract soundtrack give the
impression of a bombardment in celestial space or on a battlefield where
cannons fire on an unseen enemy in the night.” Grove Press Film Catalog
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Black TV (1968)
"The film is an artist’s sensory perception of the violence of the world we

live in, projected through a television tube. Tambellini presents it

subliminally in rapid-fire abstractions in which such horrors as Robert

Kennedy’s assassination, murder, infanticide, prize fights, police brutality

in Chicago, and the war in Vietnam are out of focus expressions of faces

and events." Grove Press Film Catalog

“Tambellini’s BLACK TV is a great work on video tape. Of Tambellini’s

work so far this is his masterpiece. The impact of the dynamic movement

kept the audience constantly tense and lead the audience into Tambellini’s

personal cosmology.  Here Video TV has become a personal and artistic

media.”

— Takahito Iimura, Eiga Hyoron, Japan Film Review, Tokyo, June 1968

“One day, Aldo’s Black TV will be considered a classic.”
— Nam June Paik, 1969

“Black TV is the title of Tambellini's best-known videographic
film, which is part of a large intermedia project about American
television. Compiled from filmed television news programs and
personal experimental videotapes, Black TV has been seen in

Statement by Aldo Tambellini

this is the news:
time is shooting from the video gun
images are bullets targeting the screen
TV the assassin of reality is a weapon pointed at
your mind
the sixties have passed/recorded/obliterated
/stored/erased death/starvation/riots
/assassinations/moon landing/ bombs/choppers
/astronauts
familiar images stored in the videodisk of the
mind recalled
Black TV begins with the beam turning on
the white noise the electronic snow
Black TV ends with the beam going off
to black
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many versions during the four-year period in which Tambellini
constantly re-edited it. ‘Since my interest, is in multimedia and
mixed-media live events, and in experimental television, I think
of film as a material to work with, part of the communications
media rather than an end in itself. In the future we will be
communicating through electronically transmitted images; Black

TV is about the future, the contemporary American, the media,
the injustice, the witnessing of events, and the expansion of the
senses. The act of communication and the experience is the
essential.’ As Tambellini's remarks indicate, Black TV is about
perception in the intermedia network. It generates a pervasive
atmosphere of the process-level perception by which most of us
experience the contemporary environment. Since it involves the
use of multiple monitors and various levels of video distortion,
there is a sense of the massive simultaneity inherent in the
nature of electronic media communication. Black TV is one of the
first aesthetic statements on the subject of the intermedia
network as nature, possibly the only such statement in film
form.”
— Gene Youngblood, Expanded Cinema, 1970

“Tambellini’s Black TV also takes a subversive, collagist
approach, but with a contemporary darker edge.  Utilizing ‘60s
news footage of race riots, police brutality and Vietnam.
Tambellini describes the film as ‘being about the future, the
contemporary America, the media, the injustice, the witnessing
of the events, and the expansion of the senses.’ It was this
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notion of expanding the senses that preoccupied most of his
work.  While Tambellini was vitriolic in his opposition to
mainstream television (he once called TV ‘the assassin of
reality’), he also saw in it immense possibility as an abstract
form of aesthetic communication.  Since the technology was
here to stay, and as Tambellini saw it, was ‘affecting all social
and human interaction as we have previously known it to be.”  It
was imperative to find ways to appropriate it artistically.” 
— Donal Foreman, Experimental Film Club Blog                
            experimentalfilmclub.blogspot.com/
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Listen (2005)

LISTEN (2005)
(Dedicated to the poet, Mayakovsky) A digital film
“As a survivor of WWII in Italy, when at the age of
13 ½, my neighborhood was bombed by the B-23
on the Day of the Epiphany, ‘44. Twenty-one of my
neighbors were killed and many wounded. LISTEN
to the collateral damage of war! The killing fields,
the young soldiers’ wasted lives….. Why War?
Asks a child.” – A.T. Winner of the New England
Film Festival, Best Experimental Film 2005;
Winner of the Syracuse International Film Festival,
Best Experimental 2006.
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Performance as protest
THE EVENT OF THE SCREW – July 12, 1962

As a counter-culture activist, Aldo Tambellini wrote, edited and published a

newsletter called “The Screw” with its slogan “Artists in an Anonymous

Generation Arise.” Written mostly in poetry form, it was first published it in

1961 and consisted of a mimeographed legal sized yellow sheet of paper

sometimes folded in half. Each issue, of which there were six, had a

different variation of an image of a hardware screw and was sold around

the neighborhood for 10 cents. The newsletter was created to raise the

social consciousness of the artists. Aldo Tambellini voiced his objection to

the manipulation he saw in the art establishment which used the artists as

a commodity and financial investments rather than cultural entities.

The “Event of the Screw,” a protest in the form of a performance, took

place on July 12, 1962, in front of the Museum of Modern Art. Aldo dressed

in a black suit and tie with a gold screw tie-clip, read the “Manifesto of the

Screw.” The Belltones, a Puerto Rican Trio from the LES neighborhood,

also dressed in suits and ties, accompanied Aldo by singing a cappella the

“Song of the Screw.” Elsa Tambellini danced in leotards inside a five-foot

Papier-Mache screw. Mira Fine symbolically presented one museum official

“The Golden Screw Award” which was a hardware screw dipped in gold

paint and placed on a black cushion. Similar awards were given that day to

A large photograph of the “Event” was published on the
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the Whitney and Guggenheim Museums. A large photograph of the “Event”

was published on the front page of the “EL Diario,” the New York Daily

Spanish Newspaper.

front page of “EL Diario”

The Belltones, Aldo, and Elsa Tambellini
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BLACK MASS FOR LINCOLN CENTER – September 12, 1966
The Gate Theatre, Elsa and Aldo Tambellini’s venue for underground film,
was opened in protest to the Fourth American Film Festival held at Lincoln
Center. The BLACK MASS was held to protest the festival’s indifference to
the independent film-makers of America. The “Black Mass” demonstration
was organized by Aldo Tambellini with artists from Group Center, the
Living Theatre and movie-makers such as Jack Smith and Jose’ Rodriguez-
Soltero whose films were banned from being shown at the Lincoln Center
Festival. The group was called “CONTINUUM.” The protest in the form of a
performance continued with the beliefs

A CONTINUUM:
THE ACT OF LIVING AND THE ACT OF CREATION ARE
INSEPARABLE ORGANIZED RELIGION IS DEAD AND
CREATION IS THE SPIRITUAL RITUAL OF OUR ERA

So we are invading the streets.
We are invading the parks.
We are invading the buildings and corners of our city.
WE WANT OUR CITY TO BE THE TEMPLE OF CREATION
Out in the open we will present the new media.
We believe in the law of CONTINUUM.

“At 7:30 pm the Fountain of Lincoln Center will be transformed into a
sanctuary for the rite of immolation. The Devil of Commercialism will be
exorcized.” A.T
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“Electromedia” Performances
Retracing Black (2012)

For the Tanks: Art in Action, Tambellini revisits his early works 'Moondial' and 'Black

Zero'.
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BLACK (First Performance)

Aldo Tambellini forged into an area which was as yet unexplored – that of

expanded art, which meant completely reconsidering the artistic space,

using instead of colors and canvases those elements, even today

considered unusual, such as light and movement. His pioneering in this

new area grew from the natural progression of Aldo’s artistic development.

He instinctively moved from working on canvas as a painter to working on

glass slides and projecting these images onto large spaces therefore

creating paintings in space. This area was so new that it lacked a

vocabulary with which to describe its elements, so Aldo Tambellini

attached new names to things that he was doing. He called his theatre

“electromedia” and his paintings on glass which were projected became

“lumagrams.” His very first artistic integration of different artistic elements

was called “Black.” Black changed with each performance as new elements

were added. It was initially described as “a dramatic integration of Light

Poetics and dance.” The poetics were provided by two of the Umbra Poets

from the Lower East Side. The light was provided by the projection of the

large paintings in space called “Lumagrams.”

Black Performance, international House, Columbia
University, January 6, 1965. Artist – Aldo Tambellini. Poet –
Ishmael Reed. Poet – Norman Pritchard.

BLACK

This performance added a dancer to the previous Black which had

“Lumagram” projections and poetry reading. Carla Blank, dancer, covered

the lobby floor of the Bridge Theatre with newspaper. I projected on Carla
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and the floor from above. The audience followed the dancer into the theatre

where the second part of the program began with projections of large

slides and the poets reciting their works. “The possibilities of black in

experience: poetry, dance, projected paintings. Black is space. Black is

sound. Black is darkness. Black is anger. Black is void. Black is.” From the

Bridge Theatre Program by Aldo Tambellini, 1965

Black Performance, the Bridge Theatre, NYC, March 21 & 22,
1965. Artist – Aldo Tambellini. Poet – Ishmael Reed. Poet –
Norman Pritchard. Dancer – Carla Blank.

BLACK 2

Black 2 was an attempt to enrich the theatrical experience with the impact

of other fields of art. It is the study of Sound, Light, Motion. This

performance is believed to be the first attempt to combine the visual arts,

dance, music, projections, poetry and various sounds, to affect and involve

the audience’s total senses… and sense of social commitment.

Black 2 is an abstract concept of a social message. It is not a play, It is not

a “Happening”. It is the fusion of different arts. It is the bombardment of the

senses. I describe it as a “Centerfuge: The dimensions of sound, light and

motion brought into organic form; the working together of several talents

express the idiom of the contemporary scene; the fusion of abstract and

social commitment. Black 2 brings together several modalities: film and

projectors, live sound, tape recorders, a dancer, a social poet, a musician,

black spaces, live machines, mike techniques a lantern and “lumagrams.”

Lumagrams are what I called my hand painted slides which are used as

projected images. Aldo Tambellini notes from 1965
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“Tambellini is not only a rebel but he is a leader of rebels…..Lumagrams

reminiscent of sidereal space…noises like a buzz saw gone beserk and a

machine gun… but to counterbalance the stridency there was a beautiful

flowing of motion and sound in the dancing and music…” Don Ross, New

York Herald Tribune, 6/13/1965

Black 2 Performance, The Bridge Theatre, NYC, June 7,18 &
21, 1965. Artist – Aldo Tambellini. Artist – Benn Morea. Artist
– Elsa Tambellini. Dancer – Lorraine Boyd. Poet – Calvin C.
Herton. Bass – Cecil McBee. Composer – Carlos d’Alessio.

BLACK ROUND

A kinetic ritual of: gas masked robots, 20th Century ‘Icons”; flashing

Lumagrams (hand painted projections by Aldo Tambellini) of outer space

imagery; floating images from the natural world; dissonant sounds from

our mechanized environment. Organized by Group Center.

Performance, Washington Square Park Fountain, NYC,
September 25, 1965, part of OUTFALL. Artist – Aldo
Tambellini. Artist – Benn Morea – sound and objects. Artist –
Ron Hanhne – masks. Artist – Elsa Tambellini. Dancer –
Judith Dunn. Dancer – Al Kurchin.
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BLACK ZERO

Black Zero: to give what will be tomorrow horrified by the echo which is the

inwardness of our groping—it is not life that passes through each day but

the revolving of the planets—our revelation comes from the outer forces—

from the outer darkness to the inner darkness of man—the cry from the

hollowness of our womb is echoed in the stars and in that revelation we

become one with god. Statement by Aldo Tambellini as previously written

in THE SEED, 1964

“Aldo Tambellini projected fantastic slides onto a balloon which
was slowly inflating, bobbing and tossing the image around, until,
at about six feet in diameter it burst.” Howard Junker, “Beyond

Cinema Festival of the Film-maker’s Cinemateque, The Nation.

“The new avant-garde if cinema (light play) has moved 10 years forward

into explorations….their dreams are so much farther advanced than the

rest of the human activities that it will take at least another 10 years, maybe

to catch up with the artist and to create proper tools to enable him to put

those dreams into reality.” Jonas Mekas, The Village Voice, December 2,

1965

Black Zero Performance, Astor Playhouse, NYC, November
16, 1965; Part of the New Cinema Festival 1. Creator/Artist –
Aldo Tambellini. Artist – Benn Morea-clamorous machines.
Artist – Ron Hahne – spiral machine. Artist – Elsa Tambellini.
Horn – Bill Dixon. Bass – Alan Silva. Poet – Calvin C. Herton.

Black Zero Performance, Brooklyn Academy of Music,
1968, Callo Scott on amplified cello
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BLACK ZERO

“Black Zero manifests a current development in the arts recently called

“Expanded Cinema.” This form brings together, in a live performance, the

simultaneous experience of projected imagery, moving slides, dimensional

screens, hand held projectors and a merger of concrete experiences with

screen action.” Group Center Press Release, November 23, 1965

“Black Zero, a Space-Light-Sound Event, is a live production in which the

eye and the ear is charged with the shifting, changing, exploding images of

our time. Flashing Lumagrams, hand painted projections by Aldo

Tambellini, the rotations of Ron Hahne’s Spiral Machine sliding across

moving screens, Benn Morea’s clamorous machines, the strident sounds of

Bill Dixon and Alan Silva on horn and bass, the hard reality of black poet,

Calvin C. Herton, flashing light and gas-masked heads form a continuous

experience in Space, Light and Sound.” News from the Bridge, November

23, 1965

“Except for two strong energizing poems it consists of abstract
visual and auditory stimuli — it is theatre of the senses. I was
impressed by much of it. The basic method involves harsh
contrasts between light and dark (white and black) and noise and
silence. A bright beam of light shines into the eyes out of the
blackness, a spot of light whirls and transforms, projections of
complex ambiguous figurations materialize sectionally in various
areas of the stage and dissolve into others o two at one phasing
irregularly in and out of focus. The eyes can’t cope with the data
and ‘the sense of space goes vague; meanwhile wild sounds have

Black Zero with Elsa Tambellini
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deadened the sense of time. It made me high. Tambellini is doing
something worthwhile. The theatre lacks and needs the
ingredient of direct sense stimulation, His expanding the theatre
into unexplored territory, intensifying its sensory content and
engaging the audience on a new level.” Michael Smith, Village Voice

“A weirdly contorting, and rapidly expanding balloon burst and one

hundred and fifty people rushed madly from the Talbot Theatre Thursday

night to wipe the accumulated saliva from their mouths. BLACK ZERO has

struck again. Galactic intensity, the direct result of intermedia by Aldo

Tambellini and Company has superimposed itself on the warped and

twisted minds of a Western Audience and left them more warped and

twisted than they were before….Yet no one went away unaffected. Intense?

It sure was. This is the entertainment that Orwell and Huxley have been

speculating about in the last few years. It was ‘1984’ and ‘Brave New World’

all wrapped in one." The Gazette, November 25, 1965, London, Canada

“The series of experiences presented last night was designed to propel the

audience into what the center (group Center) calls “the new reality,” the

psychological re-orientation of man in the Space Age. ‘As man continues

his reach into space,’ said Mrs. Elsa Tambellini, ‘his whole sense of his

relationship with the world also changes. He conceives of things in a

different way. BLACK ZERO is a vehicle for expressing these changes as

well as a violent revolution now sweeping the world.’ ” Jeremy Heymsfeld,

New York World Telegram and Sun, December 16, 1965

Black Zero Performance, the Bridge Theatre, NYC, December
15 & 16, 1965. Creator/Artist – Aldo Tambellini. Artist – Benn
Morea – clamorous machines. Artist – Ron Hahne – spiral
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machine. Artist – Elsa Tambellini. Horn – Bill Dixon. Bass –
Alan Silva. Poet – Calvin C. Herton

BLACK ZERO (Final Performance)

“BLACK ZERO began and grew in New York but it will grow out there

somewhere outside of New York for America rejects that which naturally

grows. BLACK ZERO is the cry from the oppressed creative man. There

is an injustice done to man which is not forgivable.” Dedication of

performance by Aldo Tambellini.

“At present, BLACK ZERO keeps on changing and growing with each

presentation as the BLACK balloon which appears through the

performance agonizingly grows, expands and disappears. In BLACK ZERO

you’ll be inside of the black womb of the Space Era. And in that womb was

the Black poet, Calvin C. Herton will speak of the ‘Monster Demon,’ of

‘Jitterbugging In The Street’ under the beat of the bully sticks during the

Harlem riot. The plastic gas masked figure floats like an astronaut under

the expanding simultaneous motion of the stars. The television monitors

pulsate in their insane cosmic dance. One day the light and the energy of

sun will become ice cold and the enormous sun disc will become BLACK.”

Statement by Aldo Tambellini , “We are the primitives of the Space Era”

“Mr. Tambellini’s work got off to a slow start but turned out to be a stunner.

Beginning with Negro voice on tape that intoned a poetic indictment of

white injustices (written by Calvin C; Herton), it gradually built up visual

and aural imagery-sound, word, music, lights and slide projections to a

shattering crescendo. Toward the end a huge balloon began to swell. As it
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reached the bursting point, something unplanned happened. It broke from

its mooring and floated threateningly out over the audience, at whose

hands it finally exploded. As a symbolic comment on the explosive racial

situation in this country, Mr. Tambellini’s work was a painfully literal

experience. On another level, as well, it was a highly effective piece of

abstract theatre.” Grace Gluck, New York Times, March 9, 1968

“Sunday night, Intermedia ’68 presented a superb example of existentialism

through electronic art. Throbbing and pulsating vibrations of blinding

images of black and white and shattering explosions flashed

simultaneously from four television screens. Those who found what was

happening unbearable walked out either senseless or super sensitized

depending on whether they placed it as meaningless or meaningful. If

you’re capable of asserting existence through the electromedia you’ll be

left in the mind-blowing midst of freaked out black tv viewers---

compliments of Tambellini. Tune in, turn on, turn to black. Susan Asch,

S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook, February 18, 1968

Black Zero Performance, the Brooklyn Academy of the Music,
March 8, 1968 and April 12, 1968. Part of “Intermedia ‘68” a
two month touring festival which went to seven university
campuses produced by John Brockman and supported by
grants from the NY State Council on the ARTS and the
National Council on the Arts
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BLACK ZERO 2009

Aldo Tambellini was asked to recreate the highly acclaimed Black Zero in

2009 as part of the PERFORMA 09, Roselee Goldberg, Director, in New

York. Black Zero was performed using two Bass Players, Will Parker and

Hillard Greene, Ben Morea on sound machine, Maggie Clapis as the

performer, Christoph Draeger curated the show. The performance included,

800 hand-painted slides (lumagrams) 5 films, space sound, 7 slide

projectors, and 3 video projectors. It was held at the White Box Gallery,

New York, NY.

Poem as introduction to Black Zero 2009

in the still
of the stillness

when time stands still
& nothing moves

in the immensity of
the inflating universe bubble

where deep space
is blacker than black

in the silence
inside space
life’s breath
suspended

this cosmic night
when conflicting earth

is young & old
simultaneously

the waiting stillness
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waiting with suspense
waiting to revolve again

with a new creative vision

EXPLODING

MOON DIAL

Having been an admirer of the dancer Beverly Schmidt and later becoming

a friend, Aldo Tambellini asked her if she wanted to collaborate in an

“Electromedia” (intermedia) Performance. She had been a principal in the

Alwin Nikolais Dance Company at the Henry Street Settlement House in

Manhattan. Aldo had seen her performing several times and also seen her

in some films by Ed Emshwiller which were screened at The Gate Theater.

The program was going to include improvisational dance, sound and

projected hand painted film and slides (lumagrams). Aldo designed a very

simple costume for the dancer made out of clear transparent plastic. Silver

discs from pizza pie covers were pinned all over the plastic costume so

that they would shine and shimmer under the light as the dancer moved.

Her headpiece was designed to move as a mobile.

Aldo created an original set of hand painted slides (lumagrams) to be

projected. Two full trays of slides, 160 of them, were to be projected from

two carousel projectors. These slides all had a black circle which was split

down the middle leaving a band of light in the center. The dancer was to

use the black space and the light area to improvise movement in and out of

the light. She also used a big loop to create the image of a circle within a

circle. Elsa and Aldo Tambellini worked the hand-held projectors with the

slides in a circular motion projecting on the screen and the dancer. A film
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from the “Black Film Series” was also projected through a 16mm projector

in order to add a faster kinetic movement. Drummer, Lawrence Cook, was

included to improvise the sound and participate in the performance. Calo

Scott with his amplified cello replaced Cook in subsequent performances.

The performance was one of intensive improvisation.

This performance was first given in 1965 at The Dom, in ST Mark’s Place,

NYC. Aldo Tambellini was invited by Rudi Stern and Jackie Cassen part of

their “TRIPS” Program. Later, were invited to do several performances at

the Bridge Theater, NYC and at the University of Western Ontario, Canada

where Mary McKay, who was trained by Beverly Schmidt, danced and Calo

Scott played his amplified cello.

The DOM Performance, NYC, 1965. Visuals – Aldo Tambellini.
Dance – Beverly Schmidt. Sound – Laurence Cook

The Bridge Performance, NYC, June 15 & 16, 1966. Projection
– Aldo Tambellini. Dance – Beverly Schmidt. Sound –
Laurence Cook – drum. Replaced by Calo Scott – amplified
cello

Also performed at Arts Festival, University of Western
Ontario Performance 1966. Mc Carter Theatre, Princeton
University, 1967
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Moon Dial with performer Mary McKay
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MOONBLACK

A live environmental performance consisting of 4 TV monitors, 1 video

recorder, 4 screens, 4 carousel projectors, 6 movie projectors, 2 hours of

experimental videotapes made of light and electronic images and sound

with “Black Film Series” movies and 2 trays of “Periscope and Internal

Slide Series” projections.

Moonblack Performance, Syracuse University, Rochester
University and Albany, NY. Artist – Aldo Tambellini

Aldo Tambellini at The Black Gate Theatre in his
Electromedia environment

0+0 (ZERO PLUS ZERO)

This event was described as an oscilloscope event with video projections.

This performance used three floors of the International Institute at

Automation House. On each floor there was a different activity. On the first

and second floors the activities are repeated twice during the ninety minute

performance. On the third floor there is one continuous performance.

First Floor – Lights attached to hanging strips of bubble plastic respond to:

1. Tape music – four channels of electronic music mixed live.
2. Performer created sounds on musical instruments with

microphones and ring modulators.
3. Audience created sounds on the Moog synthesizer and using a ring

modulated microphone.

Second Floor – Combinations of projections with tapes of electronic and

other sounds. The taped sounds play continuously and may or may not Aldo Tambellini at the Black Gate Theatre with Installation
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relate directly to the projections at a given time. Among the projections are:

1. Three kinescopes of the same event shown simultaneously through
three different colored filters.

2. Three films of oscilloscope images shown simultaneously through
colored filters. The images were produced by feeding synthesizer
sounds into an oscilloscope through a special switching system
which allowed control over kind, position, and motion of image.;
Slides of similar images are combined with the films.

3. Slides of a Nixon press conference made from an electronically
manipulated TV (Black Spiral).

4. Slides of inflatable used on the first floor, plus slides of electronic
parts and human body parts.

5. Three films form modified TV, Black Spiral and other light
projections.

Photocells have been placed on two of the projection surfaces. The cells

activate six sound sources. At one point, the taped sounds are

discontinued, and first flashlights and then the projections are used to

activate the cells and sound sources. The projections thus create their own

synchronized sound.

Third Floor – Osmosis/transfer of information/hemostasis/Membrain. Like

human skin, the polyethylene inflatable merely defines space, allowing the

organism to engage in sensual dialogue with the environment. Participation

includes techniques using video, projection, live audio mix, and non-verbal

communication. The audience walks through and is entertained in a large

multi-chambered, partly white, partly black inflatable. Description by

performers and artists taken from the Automation House Publication, 1971

0+0 (ZERO PLUS ZERO) Performance, Automation House,
NYC, March 19, 1971. Visual Artist – Aldo Tambellini. Sound
Artist – Franklin Morris. Cooperatives – Membrain Studio.
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Electrical Engineer – Warren Lombard. Artist/Professor –
Ronald Marquisse. Performer of brass – Donald Smithers.
Performer of flute – Sue Roberts. Performer electronic music
& voice – Una Stewart. Juggler – Judy Burgess.

MOONBLACK (Homage to Leonardo)

In a large empty space the performer lies on the floor. She is wearing a US

Army issued parachute jumpsuit. Her two arms are outstretched and have

two small video cameras strapped to her wrists. The cables from the

cameras feed into three monitors. A surveillance camera suspended from

the ceiling above the performer projects the performer’s image through a

video projector onto a suspended large screen. The audience sits on the

floor around the circular lit area around the performer. There are three

16MM movie projectors with footage of television images of the 60’s: riots,

flight to the moon; civil rights demonstrations; anti-Vietnam War rallies.

There is an audio tape recorder with sounds from a Vietnam War

documentary; Apollo 8’s Mission to the Moon with the conversation among

the astronauts and Mission Control and other electronic sounds. There is

also a live musician with drums.

I walk to the lit area and with a chalk draw a wide circle around the

performer. The image of Leonardo’s drawing of the outstretched male

figure within a circle becomes apparent in the projection on the screen.

Slowly, the performer begins creating movement. The two cameras which

she has on her wrists capture random images of the audience and project

them onto the monitors. As the performer stands up, she begins to point

the cameras at individuals in the audience. The people begin to see their Sarah Dickinson performing in Moonblack (Homage to
Leonardo)
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images projected unto the monitors becoming aware that they are the

focus of the surveillance. As the action flows, one by one the movies begin

to be projected on the wall. At this point, you have simultaneous

surveillance of the audience and surveillance of the surveillant. The

recorded audio begins and, at one point, the drummer joins in improvising.

The program abruptly stops.

MOONBLACK Performance (Homage to Leonardo) Harvard
University, Cambridge, MA. Artist – Aldo Tambellini.
Performer – Sarah Dickenson

10 SECOND DELAY

This work illustrates television’s ability to control and manipulate one’s

perception of time. In this piece the mime enacts the concept of man’s first

attempt to walk on the moon and adjust to another planet. The performer is

being taped live and the video is shown on a monitor. On another monitor

the tape is delayed 10 seconds, so that the audience also sees a replay of

past action. The two dimensions of time – past and present—are at once

visible, and the performer is seen moving in two different times and

spaces.

10 Second Delay Performance: In Conjunction with
ARTSTRANSITION, Center for Visual Studies, MIT, 1975.
Everson Museum, Syracuse, New York, 1976. Artist – Aldo
Tambellini. Performer – Sarah Dickenson.

PIERROT IN TIME

This piece also emphasizes this ability of the media to manipulate visual
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imagery. In this work the performer becomes the second segment of three

tapes. In the final part of the performance, three tapes are being played

simultaneously – all having recorded a different “time” and spatial attitude.

Then again, the performer interacts live with the three videotapes. In Pierrot

in Time, Dickinson, a mime, performed a movement segment that. was

simultaneously shown on monitors and taped. Then she moved on to

another segment. As she did it live, two monitors showed a playback of the

first segment. Meanwhile, two other monitors displayed the live movement

which was also taped. (Since the monitors formed a back-S ground for the

performance, the video caught brief flickers of the images on the monitors.

In other words, the taped segments showed glimpses of other segments as

well as some feedback images—all of them like echoes in time.) The

performance continued that way. Segments were taped and replayed until

finally there were three different segments on three sets of monitors going

on at once while Dickinson performed a related fourth segment of

movement. The piece seemed to be a visual and temporal fugue. One past

was layered over the next and together they became the present. “Pierrot in

Time” was an example of an abstract and highly conceptualized use of

video. The medium was primary, an indispensable component of the piece.

But video has on occasion functioned merely in a subordinate role to

enhance and clarify abstract performance concepts.” Peter Z. Grossman,

Getting into the Act: Video in Live Performance, VIDEOGRAPHY Magazine,

March 1978

Performance at the Global Village, NYC, December 17, 1977.
Sarah Dickenson – Performer/mime.
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The Wayback Machine - https://web.archive.org/web/20191024231434/http://www.aldotambellini.com:80/video3.html

Video Pioneer:    Performance as Protest   |   “Electromedia” Performances   |   Television Broadcasts

Television Broadcasts
BLACK GATE COLOGNE

Black Gate Cologne was the first videotape made anywhere by fine artists

for wide scale public broadcast. It was presented at WDR-TV, Cologne,

Germany. “A Light Play” was done in conjunction with artist, Otto Piene on

August 30, 1968. For my part, which followed Otto Piene’s, my intent was to

experience television as a medium itself and to bring a direct relationship

between audience and the characteristic elements of TV in a total

involvement of the senses. The knowledge of a full professional TV staff,

the facility of a well equipped studio, and the creative vision of the artist

had come together for the first time to create a total experience. Over

twelve monitors were set out in the studio, half of them suspended from the

ceiling, the others on various parts of the floor, plus one oscilloscope

which produced images created by the sound coming from several

speakers. There were four cameras located in different floor areas and one

on a balcony. The studio became an environment as all of the monitors

were filled with various images plus movies from my “Black Film Series”

and hand painted slides covering the entire studio.

The visual information came from an electronic image from a video film

abstracted images from American TV, a videotapes and hand painted slide

projections. As many as six different kinds of visual information were fed at

Still images from Black Gate Cologne: click on
either image to view video
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once into the twelve TV monitors while a multitude of TV images were

projected on the walls simultaneously with the slides. The studio TV

cameras, with zooms , close-ups, panning moved from audience to

monitors to films to slides to me who in the midst of the activity was filming

the event. In the control room the simultaneous visual information was

constantly mixed juxtaposed creating an intense continous experience of

light energy and sound. The final mix, recorded as a videotape, was

simultaneously seen on one of the four monitors, creating a total

experience. Black Gate Cologne lasted 45 minutes. The tape from the live

performance will be broadcast for “Program 3,” the cultural program in

Germany. – Notes from notebook by Aldo Tambellini, 1968

Black Gate Cologne Broadcast Performance, Cologne, Germany,
August 30, 1968. Artists: Aldo Tambellini, Otto Piene

www.medienkunstnetz.de/works/black-gate-cologne/
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THE MEDIUM IS THE MEDIUM – WGBH TV, Boston, March 23, 1969.

The Medium is the Medium was the first presentation of works by

independent video artists aired on television. It was produced by Fred

Barzyk, Anne Gresser and Pat Marx. And . The thirty-minute program

included Aldo’s “Black” along with works by Allan Kaprow, Nam June Paik,

Otto Piene, James Seawright, Thomas Tadlock. “Aldo Tambellini's work

"Black" features images from slides, films, and television monitors, and the

responses of children. The work, which is black-and-white, opens with

abstract circular designs and moves into street scenes and images of

children's faces. At one point the children are heard discussing blackness

and racial identity.” WGBH

“Aldo Tambellini, blue jeaned and bandanna ascotted is sitting in the

editing room at MIT talking erratically, in ltalian-inflected English. about his

video piece on the screen entitled, Black. It is a staccato barrage of black-

and white slides, random news footage, chanting, drum beating, and black

children dancing. 'I did this at WGBH in 1969,' he says. 'I used about 1000

slides, seven 16-millimeter film projections, 30 black children, and three

live TV cameras that taped it all.' Tambellini sits back. ‘I like the energy'.”

Lifestyle, Boston Phoenix Magazine, August 18, 1981

The Medium is the Medium, Broadcast Performance, Boston, MA,
March 23, 1969. Artist-Aldo Tambellini

main.wgbh.org/wgbh/NTW/FA/TITLES/Medium291.HTML

Aldo Tambellini in control room at WGBH
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The Wayback Machine - https://web.archive.org/web/20191021100116/http://www.aldotambellini.com:80/mit.html

MIT Fellow at CAVS
From 1976-84, Aldo was a Fellow at the Center for Advanced Visual Studies

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. There, he conducted courses

and workshops and participated in events in the United States, Europe,

Japan and Australia. His Media and Communication work was exhibited at

the Bienale ?Sao Paolo, Brazil and at the Sogetzu, Japan.

Aldo found himself in a fertile environment where his interactive ideas

could be actualized. In 1980, he founded Communicationsphere – a

network to develop channels among artists, technician, engineers and

performers and all concerned with the impact of tele-communications on

contemporary society.

“He now sees these global events as his canvas … 'Today, given the level

of technology, artists shouldn’t be making tapes and showing them to 20

people in a gallery,’ he says. ‘Instead, they should be thinking of satellites,

two-way cable, and large networks — art versions of Monday NFL Football

or Ted Turner’s all-news network. That’s what we should be looking forward

to.' …'The important thing about this experiment,' according to Tambellini,

'was that it wasn’t orchestrated or timed like broadcast television.

Television is high pitched because it has to sell things, The continuity and

all that hammering away will make us buy the product. In the machine age,

machinery was made to replace the strength of people; now, in an era of

“The editing process of our culture takes place
continuously every night in front of the TV
screen---and bits of information we call news…
images and words we call information. In the
regeneration of old icons, the making of new
ones---in a digested format, the world is defined.—
we connect for a moment over the air in isolated
spheres we called homes. Years from now we will
remember that art was swallowed by media—that
media was the language of communication---that
interactive media brings the process to a live
response.”
Aldo Tambellini, June 13 1981

In the continuous discharging of media in the
environment the flow of information jams in the
biosphere—it’s the continuous consumption
consuming you---the atmosphere of media and
telecommunications that forms a
communicationsphere.

You breathe media from the electromagnetic
spectrum from your brain cells and the
electromagnetic fusion.

Put on your contact lenses---your hearing aid
Get blood transfusions and x-rays to detect the
media process
invading your system
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mass communication, television is replacing not the muscle but the parts

of people that make them think: This is serious'.” – D.C. Dennison, Phoenix

Newspaper, August 18, 1981

COMMUNICATIONSPHERE

"Technology and culture are interrelated from an

industrial-electronic society we are moving to a

communications-information society –

telecommunications brings the world screen to

screen and we become one with the new

perception of the world –the electromagnetic

spectrum is to be considered a natural resource for creative activity. 

Transmitted information is the new form of art – this is the age of mass

media & technology – this is the age of satellite and instant global

communications this is the age of networks – the age of interactive media.

The human system is in the process of globalizing itself. We live in a reality

defined by the structural invention of the mass media-printed & electronic

images are the building blocks of our cultural evolution.  New imaging

systems are being invented – new storage capabilities are being invented –

reality is being constantly reinvented. The age of Communicationsphere

brings art into a new parameter – the age of Communicationsphere

dissolves the line between life and art potentially the globe & solar system

become a huge artifact & one big thought Communicationsphere created a

new electronic organism-- Communicationsphere is the new environment

--  its invisible processes take place through waves in the sky satellites –

cable—antenna & cables form a reality -- Affecting all social & human

interaction as we have previously known it to be -- the telecommunications

You are a yesterday Felix the cat toy image on a
rotating table transmitting breadlines.
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media experience replaces & mediates the natural experience." Aldo

Tambellini, statement, 1980 CAVS, MIT published in “Centervideo,”

 February 1981

The Communicationsphere group with Aldo Tambellini as coordinator, in

cooperation with the Center for Advanced Visual Studies and Educational

Video Resources, M.I.T undertook the following projects:

PICTUREPHONE EVENT – Illinois Bell Picturephone System, June 8, 1977.

This was the first Picturephone, two-way live event by artists.  The Illinois

Bell Telephone Company made two spaces available which were

Picturephone conference sites.  The company disrupted the order of the

“system” by making the Picturephone available to two artists, Aldo

Tambellini, visual and media artist and Sonia Sheridan from the School of

the Art Institute in Chicago, Illinois.  The goal was to see what new

applications these artists would bring to the technology currently used by

businesses to communicate.

“Picturephone meetings evolved from years of experience with regular

picturephone service which is basically a person to person medium of

communication.  Utilizing the latest in advanced telecommunication

equipment and technique, we have expanded so that a group of people

in one city can have face to face business meetings in another city without

having to be there in person.  You can show slides, charts, view graphs and

videotapes; work on an erasable board.  At the touch of a button, on master

control, the hard copy machine will deliver a paper copy of any picture on

the incoming monitor within seconds” – from Picturephone Meeting

Service Plan Guide, Bell Telephone
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Aldo Tambellini gave a two week workshop prior to the Picturephone Event

where he became the catalyst for new ideas and activities to be undertaken

in the hour long event.  The two groups of eight students each, in two

separate spaces where going to interact in real time.  Neither space knew

what the other was going to do.  All the media used was instant. The room

was equipped with cameras that were voice activated which focused on the

speaker and images of the participant speaking were transmitted from one

site to the other.  Anything on the screen could be instantly printed out and

participants could print an image write on it, distort it and rebroadcast it. 

There was constant improvisation on the material being exchanged. 

Polaroid images of the screen were taken and words added to the pictures

and then transmitted to the other space.  There was constant reprocessing

of images and verbal communication.  The images were generated so fast

that often the picture captured had distortions in it.

During the span of the hour event, Sara Dickinson started from one space

and moved to the other.  As she walked from one space to the other she

would stop on the street and perform a mime.  These mini performances

were taped by one of the participants.  The tape was then transmitted

across the spaces via the existing camera in the picturephone site in real

time.  Participants printed frames as the tape was being broadcast.

Aldo Tambellini, Center for Advanced Visual Studies, MIT
with Sonia L. Sheridan and participants from the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago

PACIFIC RIM: SLOW SCAN – Vancouver Art Gallery- May, 1979
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A visual communication link between members of the PEASESAT users

group in the Pacific — using the ATS—l satellite (NASA). Participation in

slow scan link connecting ATS—l stations in Rarotanga (Cook Islands),

Santa Cruz (California), Wellington (New Zealand) and Vancouver via the

terminal at Simon Fraser University Communication Studies Department

utilizing a telephone link.

Aldo Tambellini and Antonio Muntadas, Center for Advanced
Visual Studies, M.I.T. Organized by Bill Bartlett, coordinator, Direct Media
Association, Bender Island, British Columbia

TWO-WAY LIVE – Boston Film Video Foundation May 19, 1979

Two-Way Live used a closed circuit television system allowing audience

participation and consisted of video monitors two cameras, microphones

and audio amplifier. Video and audio were exchanged between two

different locations - indoors and outdoors. Participants engaged in various

forms of interpersonal communication.

TV TO TV – December 14, 1979

This project was an extension of Two-Way Live.  Using the facility and the

creative and technical staff of M.I.T. as well as Communicationsphere

Group, Aldo Tambellini created an interactive community event.  Flyers

were distributed to members of the community soliciting participation from

performers and interested individuals.  This very popular event created a

level of excitement within the community and brought out the importance

and meaning of interaction among people. “M.I.T. had a bidirectional
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300MHZ Bandwidth cable system which distributes television campus-

wide. When video and audio are assigned to a frequency between 0—108

MHZ and modulated on the cable it travels to the control center or hub of

the system. A camera, microphone and audio amplifier at each location

was coupled with modulators in this 0—108 MHZ range and the signals

traveled to the control center where the frequencies were converted to the

175—300 MHZ range which travel from the hub to everyone connected to

the cable. This enabled both locations to see and hear each other.”

 Anthony (Skip) Tenczar, M.I.T. Cable

SSTV — CABLE AND THE ARTS EVENT – August 17, 1980

Aldo Tambellini coordinator of The Communicationsphere group in

cooperation with the Center for Advanced Visual Studies and

Educational Video Resources, MIT Atlanta College of Art, and Kunstverein

Hamburg

TRANSLOCATION – ORNAMENT DER MASSE – October 19, 1980

The Communicationsphere group in collaboration with artist Berud Kracke

as part of Kracke’s installation “Translocation — Ornament der Masse”.

The German part was executed by the group AG horizont and Steffen

Wernery.

ARTISTS' USE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS – February 16, 1980 [insert
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video clip]

Aldo Tambellini with the Communicationsphere Group, in cooperation with

the Center for Visual Studies, Educational Video Resources and the

Architecture Machine Group, M.I.T. created this event which utilized a live

international audio and video link.  Communication was via standard

telephone lines.  Each location had two separate lines.  Each location had

two separate lines-one coupled to a computer terminal-the other to a slow

scan transceiver (Robot 530).  All computer terminal lines were connected

to the I.P. Sharp Electronic Mail Service central computer in Toronto,

Canada which accommodated communication among all locations.  The

slow scan lines were linked to the Kellogg Conferencing Center in Denver,

Colorado.  Denver transmitted images to all locations.  When one location

sent slow scan images, all other locations received them. “Artists’ Use of

Telecommunications utilized a live international audio and video link.

Communication was via standard telephone lines. Each location had two

separate lines — one coupled to a computer terminal — the other to a slow

scan transceiver (Robot 530). All computer terminal lines were connected

to the I.P. Sharp Electronic Nail Service central computer in Toronto,

Canada which accommodated communication between all locations. The

slow scan lines were linked to the Kellogg Conferencing Center in Denver,

Colorado. Denver transmitted images to all locations. When one location

sent slow scan images, all other locations received them.” Anthony (Skip)

Tenczar, M.I.T. Cable

The Communicationsphere group in cooperation with the Center for
Advanced Visual Studies, Educational Video Resources and the
Architecture Machine Group, M.I.T.
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THREE ARTISTS ON LINE IN THREE COUNTRIES – June 9, 1980

Aldo Tambellini joined artists Bill Bartlett in Vancouver, British Columbia

and Tom Klinkowstein in Holland for this event.  Each of the three locations

used a Robot 530 slow scan transceiver coupled to a standard telephone

line. The telephone service in Amsterdam, Holland provided the three-way

conference link which enabled one location to talk or send slow scan, while

the other two received.

The Communicationsphere group in cooperation with the Center for
Advanced Visual Studies, Educational Video Resources and the
Architecture Machine Group, MIT,

INTERFACE EVENT [ insert video clip] – February 1981

This was a transatlantic event sponsored by the Center for Advanced

Visual Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Otto Piene,

Director).   The event used two spaces, one at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology in Cambridge, Massachusetts and the other, at the American

Center for Artist and Student in Paris, France. The sites were supervised by

two artists who had traveled to the sites for the transmission.  The MIT site

was supervised by French artist, Roland Biladi who had come from Paris

for the event and the Paris site was supervised by artist, Aldo Tambellini,

the creator of the idea and a Fellow at CAVS.  The event was to create a

simultaneous “exchange” of leadership by creating two large ten feet by

fourteen feet murals, one at each of the sites. The pictures transmitted

were of the “Heads of State”, President Reagan of the United States and

French President, Giscard d’Estaing. Specific photos of the Presidents
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were chosen and divided into 16 sections.  Each section was transmitted

via slow scan by transatlantic telephone cable at a rate of eight seconds

per frame, each frame being a part of the picture.  Each frame was

photographed as it was received by the site by a Polaroid camera and the

negative was brought to a darkroom to be printed.  The pictures then were

assembled in front of an audience and became part of the mosaic mural.
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Writer and Poet
Aldo Tambellini's poems at times shout out at the social and political

injustices he sees perpetrated on the weak and disenfranchised, and at

other times whisper with tenderness in soft colors, images and personal

childhood memories.

The themes that run through his poetry range from the experiences of his

early life growing up in Italy, and the horrors of the Second World War, to

his life in New York City in the 1960s, his awareness of the influence mass

media exerts over individuals; the sudden and untimely death of his love

and partner Sarah which resulted in his being admitted to a mental

institution; Aldo’s personal disenfranchisement as an Italian-American and

a visual artist; and, finally, coming to terms with his own aging and frailty,

the brevity of life, the pending final moment.

Aldo’s vision was influenced by his early schooling, which required

memorizing parts of Dante’s Inferno. Aldo learned that the immortal writer’s

dark, distressing and fatalistic vision mirrored the destruction of his world

that he witnessed at the age of 13. Aldo survived the bombing of his

neighborhood in World War II when 21 of his neighbors and friends died,

and the subsequent Nazi occupation of the countryside where his family

had taken refuge.

Photo: Gerard Malanga

once
    on epiphany day
    january 6 ’44*
    at exactly 1:00 p.m.
    we all looked at the sky
    knowing the american b29s
    were moving in our direction
    we did not move
    it was a numb fascination
    conditioned by months of false alarms

once
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The reader can trace some influences from the very early Giuseppe

Ungaretti, the 20th century Italian poet, whose simplicity of form expressed

feelings and emotions and whose message is implied rather than

specifically stated; also from the Italian Futurists, such as Giacomo Balla.

But perhaps Aldo’s greatest literary influence comes from the hard,

surrealistic writing of Garcia Lorca, whose portrayal of the difficult and

cruel life in New York City paralleled his own experience.

Aldo’s poems scream in agony and confront a society which has total

disregard for its people: a society that values only money and power. He

challenges society, unmasking its illusions and asking it to divest itself of

the comforts of life and to understand the difficulties of the invisible faces

in our society. Glimpses into Aldo’s tormented life are projected before the

reader as frames from an Italian neo-realism film, hardship smacking the

reader with reality, without solutions, without escape, without resolve.

Reading Aldo’s writings, it becomes evident that he has had extensive

involvement with mass media and its powerful effect on shaping public

opinion. Many of his poems deal with the subject of television as a medium

for the numbing of the brain of the masses. Like Fellini, Aldo parades

reality through bizarre images delivering a clear message. The language is

direct and it marches straight to the eyes, brain and soul of the reader.

August 1, 1995 

My early influences in poetry come from Dante’s Hell – Pinocchio

    the bombs dropped
    destroying the neighborhood
    that was mine
    in those details contained in childhood secrets

once
    I saw the earth hurled by force
    in chunks lifting to the sky
    friends & neighbors died
    others survived deformed

once
    I heard mothers calling
    familiar names in desperation

once
    at the first detonation
    I jumped off the bike
    face touching my street
    laying under shattered glass falling
    walls ripped open

that once
    is with the images on the cold screen
    that see war in their faces

that once
    it is not a TV show
    played for the ratings

* this date refers to the WWII bombing of Aldo’s
neighborhood in Lucca, Italy which he witnessed. Aldo
miraculously survived, twenty-one of his neighbors died,
several were wounded, some with permanent deformities.
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– World War II Bombing of my neighborhood – Oppression under
Italian Fascist & German occupation – a Roman poet, Gianni
Cappelli, I met on the ship, the Marine Carp, when I came back to
America after the war in 1946 –
The irony of being a foreigner in the land I was born in – my
mother’s paranoia and then hospitalization in mental institution
caused by the war – Lorca – the Futurists – Concrete Poetry – the
Statue of Liberty – the New York Press calling every Italian, Mafia
– Black Culture –

“we are trespassing going from unmarked streets stepping
without a passport on foreign territory lost inside a fragmented
void called America”
A.T.
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from brainscan 90
August 31, 1990

63

don’t pay attention
to the one calling you a motherfucker
be aware of the one that smiles in your face
with a knife blade cold against your back
giving an educated speech about
how we all are born equal
until certain things
that differentiate from class to class
from ethnic group to ethnic group
just minor differences
that divide the haves from the have nots
like the one walking straight
into an invisible wall
while the other
has a uniformed doorman
opening the door
even at birth
some slip easily through
a well lubricated vagina
others pass through the tunnel
in great pain
perhaps knowing even then
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the going was going to be rough
right from the start
it’s the privileged ones
or just plain wealthy
& so well connected
that all it takes is a phone call
& from then on it’s “yes sir
it will be done as you wish”
in the old movie by de sica
a miracle in milano
the capitalist wearing the tuxedo
& a top hat
asks the butler while standing in front of
a shanty town made of refuse by the railroad
              “who are those”
              “those are the poor sir” answered the servant

but then
they used to call such movies neo-realism

October 6, 1990

96

insane
           hiding in catacombs
           subterranean trains
           awakening them
           going through incubus tunnels

insane
           asleep under buzzing lights
           that morph into attacking bees & swarming wasps
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insane
           see laughter in the rat’s mouth
           see cutting lasers in their eyes

 insane
           talking to the octopus with shark eyes
           descending into lower sewers into deep oceans

insane
           rejected cargo beyond exploitation
           their brains useless for further experimentation

November 9, 1990

112

there is an ad on TV
selling a spray:

kill dandelions
the unwanted ugly weed

I take from the field
the stem holding
the dandelion seeds
blow into them
to disperse the seeds
over the land
for procreation

I pick the fresh
tender leaves
cut as the teeth of a lion

I taste the bitter roots
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then thank mother earth
for this food
that sustained so many of us
from hunger

it’s war time
the spring of ‘44
an homage
to a very dear plant
that is long overdue

November 12, 1990

113

thin evaporated shadows
elongated trembling
against a white calcified space
veiled apparitions escaping
from another time frame capsule
candle smoke consuming the tenuous wick
flickering film frames
later copied into video
with the old black & white tape
full of drop out & technically bad editing
a tall thin polish woman with striking features
spoke to me of war in a night of love
it was the middle 50’s then
memories were reflecting
over the cheap wine glass
since then washed sterilized
afraid of being contaminated by
left over germs & the smell of
pulverized buildings burned out beams
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that held someone’s home
how ancient one must be to speak
of such a time
a time when lines of shadows
carried on their backs all the possessions
their bodies could sustain
as is the bag lady carrying
a home in a plastic bag
her real home destroyed
the shadows in streets of a country
that’s quick to bomb many others
when never a bomb fell on its soil
except its own made atomic bombs
detonated in the desert for experimentation
a country at war with its people
with racial wars / class wars / economic wars
eating its own internal organs
dropping to oblivion lives
not worth for profit
or exploitation
human throw away discards
in the land of greed
in the land of fat
in the land of shadows
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from “random memory access”
December 3, 1990

 

the corn had grown tall not quite ready for the harvest in 1944  - 
adela still argued with her sister that the war planes that had
bombed the highway where her sister lived were not american
because the americans were our friends & her favorite son was
living in san francisco  -  they obviously would not come over to
bomb us  -  at about 4 a.m. one morning there low-keyed shouts
then a knock form door to door  -  the german raid had come  -  I
jump out of bed throwing some clothes on  -   in seconds I was
running into the outdoor darkness running somewhere toward
the field when someone seemed close to me  -  it was the farmer
Antonio who led me into the cornfield we both laid sunk into
earth next to each other between furrows  -  we heard sounds in
the air  -  motorcycles  -  trucks  -  germans shouting  -  some
screams  -  we laid motionless  -  we heard dogs barking near  - 
intermittent machine guns shots over our direction  -  silence  - 
distant motors fading  -  birds answering each other  -  dawn was
breaking slow  -  corn silhouettes looked high form the ground  - 
we waited long enough before cautiously making it back  -  many
men form the village had been loaded in trucks  -  ottavio  - 
antonio’s fearless brother was among them  -  at the end of the
was few of the men came back  -  ottavio never made it  
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from “black becomes woman”
July 5, 1994

           
the vast field in silence
after the big top has disappeared
in a night when clowns & midgets
project elongated shadows by the antique kerosene lamp
inside the compressed trailer saturated with clown paraphernalia

                                    you appear there
                                    in the ocean field silence a black woman
                                    in a moonlit night stillness
                                    while acrobats sleep the elephants sleep
                                    the juggling chinese lady sleeps

& one trailer carrying the dormant midgets & clowns
starts its journey under a heavy rain
to the next field in the next town
& denny at the wheel talks to me of how he was rejected
by the beautiful trapeze woman

                                    while he drives the rusty truck
                                    rain splashes at my feet
                                    the moon hiding in clouds
                                    your black figure deeper than night
is                       
                                    is the vision of the sleeping clown inside
the trailer
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before twilight reveals
the next field in another town
when the clown will sit in the next tent waiting
for the music signal
to enter the crowd to perform the routine act

                                    the elephant’s entrance majestically will
follow
                                    carrying millennia memory in the arena
                                    away from poachers hunting for his life
                                    severing he nearly extinct precious ivory
tusks
                                    & in his memory imprinted your primeval
black

the night the moon escaped inside the clouds
after the big top was disassembled & gone
when all the last lights had died out
& what was the circus is now a silence
your black & night resonating still in the silent field
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from fistful of poems
July 25, 1995

To mayelle not yet 4 ½

mayelle
the swing is there still
                        immobilized by oppressive stillness
                        in scorching july heat in boston
                                    you were the open sky
                                    the eyes
                                    the ocean

                        & the big tree is still there fully covered
                        from this year’s new leaves

the swing is there alone
sky/ocean

                                    holding the wind
                                                sun/sky
                                                losing the wind
                        entering gentle fingers
                        through closed links in the chain

the grass is back whispering in it’s growth
to your running image in the park
chasing the birds migrating in fear
that the returning winter might freeze their wings

                                    you are a still moment
                                    in the underexposed black & white film
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                                    where for the lack of contrast
                                    nothing is visible
                                    except the sharp white edges
                                    on the contact print

your hair
grows in deep ocean
in coral reefs that release blood droplets
floating above the slimy surface

I close my eyes
                                    to hold the you in the retina
                                    inside the damaged cornea
                                    the virus cut in fragmented steel particles
                                    inside the mind’s camera
                                    that holds the underdeveloped frames
                                    from the day I saw you

even an old man
has a right to love
before the counterfeited credits
roll over the screen in the last show
before the shattered lens inside the brain
melts in perennial winter

                                    the poem in the swing still
                                    immobilized by oppressive stillness

sky/ocean
                                                holding the wind
                                                            sun/sky
                                                            losing the wind

I close my eyes again
mayelle
this time
your hand is strong
breaking the links
the swing
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thrusting the woman in you
into the sun

sky/ocean
                                                holding the wind
                                                            sun/sky
                                                            losing the wind

July 28, 1995
9:30 pm

to maressia on the eve
of the 2nd birthday

maressia
the moon saw you
when earth's shadow was cast upon you
in the total lunar eclipse

             the sky swallowed street tar
             from city night
             when you were light inside your mother's womb
             when roots howled under chemical earth
             reaching for soil
             beyond the bowel of the globe

maressia
the moon saw you
between the sun
obscuring earth
in the total solar eclipse
             when the cosmonaut
             saw the sun's corona escaping
             the incandescent disk
             embedded in deep cosmic ink
                        & on his return said
                        the infinite space inside the sky
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                        is black
                        & it will never be possible
                        to see the universe in the same way
                        from earth

                                     & the cosmonaut saw you
                                     fertilizing the belly
                                     inside the moon 

maressia
I saw you the day after tomorrow
one day old
inside my aging trembling hands breathing
             a life
             howling to become woman
                          inside the electrically charged storm
                          in the white hospital cell
                          in boston
                          that could not suppress the new born scream

                                       maressia
                                       it was all in the moon
                                       the day of the eclipse
                                       when shielding the damaged cornea
                                       I saw your birth in the eclipse's blackness on
earth

                                                    from that day on maressia
                                                    I say your name
                                                    for the world to know

January 22, 1996
To Maressia

2-1/2 years old
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loving you maressia
is to know space immeasurable
filled in undiscovered matter
gravitating invisibly
in your presence

it is to know the roots
left in the soil
after they strip the forest
to genocide the flora

yet to know you
is not to know the language
in your first cry
is not to see the oxygen
your lungs crave to fill with life

loving you maressia
is to question meaning on why
the lightning ignites a seed
& life is born

it is to know the word love
should never be spoken
unless it is
what in your essence is

January 31, 1996
4:50 a.m.

to Maressia

it was the night the dragonfly
mid air suspended
woke up the dormant dandelion flower
with vibrating wings
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                        your mother in hard labor
                        on the city hospital table
                        pushing to release you

why was it so difficult
to let you go through the uterus canal
why did your birth
caused so much pain

                                                            NO
                                                            it was not the night
                                                            the 38
                                                            shot dead your mother’s homey
                                                            across the street

                                                            NO
                                                            it was not the night
                                                            she was handcuffed in the square
                                                            & taken to prison

                                                            NO
                                                            it was not the many nights
                                                            she said
                                                            I want to get fucked up
                                                            get high forever

                                                            it was just another night
                                                            full of pain
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poems to sarah
July 2, 1996

            with a few pennies in the pockets full of hallucination
            inside a fist full of illusions

            listen to the stone balancing the mountain
            to the clock in the heart running out of time

 

                        waited
                        inside zero gravity
                        waited
                        beyond the space
                        filled in graphite
                        waited
                        knowing behind all that
                        is futility
                        waited
                        for footsteps to enter
                        waited
                        for skin to connect
                        feeling earth
                        touching us
                        waited
                        inside the sphere
                        with thoughts
                        the laser did not print out
                        waited
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                        for the naked body
                        to lock together
                        in naked fusion
                        & every night
                        mysteriously someone
                        touches the key
                        DELETE
                       

August 4, 1997

tenderly
     the night
          inhabits
               you
                    with
                         rain

                              drops

tenderly
     you
          inhabit
               the rain

                    drops

June 3, 1997 

 

in my solitude
                   with the persistence of vision
                                                            your breathing haunts me

in my solitude
                   the waling siren awakens war apparitions
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                                                            your breathing haunts me

in my solitude
                   the ambulance rush through ghost streets multiple channels
                                                            your breathing haunts me

in my solitude
                   with time’s unknown dimension
                                                            your breathing haunts me

in my solitude
                   who combs your hair when your high fever is under the
electric iceblanket
                                                            your breathing haunts me

in my solitude
                        your breathing lives on haunting my vision

                                                                                            in my
solitude

August 17, 1997
10:40 PM

saw la strada again
    the street so far
        beyond the cyberspace edge
            where the sea turtle returns
                fertilizing the eggs
                    with the cosmic seed
                        hatching my memories

wanted to see you there as a word
in the ordinary passage of a day
to stay till the program consumes time
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                                     time does not consume love
                                     love consumes time with its surrounding space

a stainlesssteel plate
    seals the sky
        its impenetrable metallic light
            reflects a passing day
                with no elongating shadows

the heart machine
    breaks
        inside a passing car
            the breath machine
                breaths through trembling leaves
                    then breaks in the bicycle spinning spokes

                                                a day passes
                                                      with & without street sounds
                                                          breathing with the wooden clown
                                                             sitting on the silent computer

                                                saw la strada again
                                                    last night
                                                        a street so far away
                                                            beyond the cyberspace edge
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the old man poems
November 9, 1998

the old man
            at night
sits on the
            wornout armchair
to watch the moon
            reflected on
the black & white
            TV screen

he sits & stares
            the lonely desolate place
full of extinct craters

February 27, 1999

the old man in black sits and waits
by the deserted railroad station

holding a plastic bag full of smoke
& dreams heavier than led
                                    the old man sits & waits
time passes
with gray poisonous dust filling the sky

slowly the old man gets up
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forgetting the bag at the station
                                    his feet dragging along the side of the
tracks
suddenly a train appears
filling the old man with a smoke cloud
                                    the train & the old man disappear

March 17, 1999

the old man says
                        when I was young
                        one summer night
                        I saw a spider
                        weaving an amazing
                        engineered silver web
                        under radiating electric light

                        when I was younger
                        I saw the running lizard
                        suddenly stop
                        in quick freeze motion
                        vanishing through
                        ancient limestone walls

                        when I was even younger
                        I saw wild horses on clouds
                        galloping over the open sky
                        projected from glass slides
                        through the magic lantern

                        bombs shattered the glass
                        filling my eyes with shocking vision
                        the sky covered with darkness

                        now I watch kinescope reruns on TV
                        as the irreplaceable tubes are burning out
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viaggio in italia

October 1, 2002
1:55 P.M.

Sicily

it has been said
that the fishermen
saw Christ
seeding the sea with fish
the farmers said that Jesus
wearing the crown of cactus thorns
walked barefoot over rocks
then He knelt sweating blood under the olive trees
saw the cross
climbed the highest mountain
rose to the sky

Christ
do you remember
this land of fire lava earthquake
land of your blood and thirst?
it’s Sicilia

5 ottobre 2002
10:15

andando ad Agrigento
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360° e più di cielo
nuvole sparpagliate nel cielo
nuvole d’acciaio lucido
di smalto d’argento
nuvole gonfiate con  luce
nuvole penetrate dal sole
che poi di dietro si nasconde
spicchi d’ombra e luce
su terra e monti
nuvole sospese sopra conche fra i monti
sopra terra rossa
con fichi d’india mandarini ed aranci
campi che bruciano
preparandoli per i semi di grano
nuvole grigie  scure
cariche d’acqua
che passano terra assetata
senza dare una goccia
e se ne vanno
nuvole che tengon cose antiche
passano e non parlano
monti che son nuvole
nuvole che son monti
sulla strada ch’è un serpente
che gira e gira
nuvole sole rocce e monti
che son sempre là
e non ti lasciano Sicilia

 

October 12, 2002

in the puppet theatre that I saw in Palermo
nel teatro dei pupi che vidi a Palermo

Orlando in battle
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Orlando nella battaglia

 finally confronts the Saracen face to face
finalmente s’incontra viso a viso con il Saraceno

the 2 engage in a furious duel
i due fanno un duello furioso

 Orlando with great courage & valor
Orlando con gran coraggio e valore

wins the battle
vince la battaglia

                                                            that’s what great heroes
used to do
                                                            così facevano i grandi eroi

today
oggi

in the theatre of television
nel teatro della televisione

we see a puppet
si vede un pupazzo

its mouth wide open
con la bocca spalancata

giving orders by remote control
che da’ ordini col telecomando

“DISCHARGE THE MISSILES”
“SCARICATE I MISSILI”

they explode over soldiers-people-towns
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che esplodono su i soldati-la gente e i paesi

& from a distance he destroys everything
e dalla distanza distrugge tutto

that at that moment
che in quel momento

is declared the ENEMY
è dichierato un NEMICO

Orlando you are Furious
Orlando sei Furioso

because in today’s theatre
perché nel teatro di oggi

these men called
quest’uomini chiamati

great heroes
grandi eroi

are the real puppets
sono i veri pupazzi
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poets write on aldo
Aldo, my friend, speaks strongly like a strong rumbling volcano passion
creating a continuous flame purifying the metal of social vision:  A fusion
of surrealistic bitter wit and tenderness bounded by love.  Aldo, the master
artist who lives poetically, in the shrine of his soul-mate eternally
resurrected in dreams of a just and beautiful life.  O art, the ultimate
anarchist bide with us, the poor, the wounded lamb of bourgeois
slaughterhouse seeking paradigms for the just.  O art, song of the spirit
ride with us, these desperate daze, ranting among the remnants of a
continuous disasters; O life inconsolable these hordes of dispossessed: 
The children, tattered waifs with demons leaping from their tongues bizarre
landscapes fracturing their frantic lives.  Where the cornucopias?  Where
the promised of paradise?  All of us immigrants of imagination captives of
the beautiful lie.  American dreams lost junkies of common nod, the
random God merciless among idiot supermarkets, pimps of idiot plenty,
with its infinite game show wheel game show wheel eternally spinning lies
for the suckers-salesmen and small town rubes;  loveless husbands forever
philandering: one last fuck among the display manikins blond Barbies
weeping in dust.  Aldo, old magician among your poems and mementos of
a grander age, when we had black hair, passion to explode myriad
volcanoes raining revolutionary lava among skyscrapers leaning like Pisa
in the quicksand of age.  Art and Anarchy, Art and Socialism, Art and free
spirits unbounded emerged releasing Prometheus from his eternal rock. 
Poets then paraded through suburban mind-sets releasing doomed
sycophants from monsters bloody claws.  American dreams in drag,
Draculas masquerading as lost merchants, hucksters used car salesmen
with Nixon profiles sporting Reagan haircuts in the winds of history; in the
winds and miseries among bowling alley owners conjugating ruin.  What
can we say to the robots to the sycophants, Aldo?  We, tattered men in

Askia Tour?with Aldo at the South End Tech Center

Aldo Tambellini
dirty footed saint
sacred elder of imagio magic
perfect in all imperfections
you are needed in this world.
LIVE!
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baggy pants, rheumy eyed old guerillas jazzmen, fanatic lovers among the
dispossessed aging hippies saboteurs of the American nightmare released
like a killer virus upon an unsuspecting world?  Fight, sing, fight, dream;
question endlessly, discover lost beauty in the wounded single mothers
desperate housewives in tenements lost fathers tattered dreamers, baby-
faced desperados holding subways hostage in the dynamo of the American
night…..And somewhere in an unrecorded womb a new infant age is
coming into birth old comrade; and our multitudinous wounds and
sacrifices will each bear fruit in that new day when the lonely crowd
discovers art and visionary joy in the solace of mutual embrace.

Askia Touré

Dear Grandfather Poet,
our dear great one
Eternally be the shining
star that you are
in the heart of darkness.

BE that arms-wide-wide huge
sumi-inked circle of light in infinite
Blackness

Circle of blackness inked
on newsprint on canvas
of light shining: YOUness.

You above all !
For who else will let themselves face this madness,
stand and *know* the Blackness
that speaks truth to the Madness
of our green world, all dust and fire.

The people of Africa, Haiti, Cambridge, Boston need your voice.
You have always been friend of the Black people

peace
Amatul

The Boy in the Killing Fields

The boy,
the bombs,
the guns,
the hate that fills the air,
the fear pervading life,
the death,
the terror,
injustice,
oppression ...
Where is hope?
Where is hope?
In him.
in him,
in him,
surviving by hope,
by strength of mind,
by grace of God ...
surviving,
surviving to grow ...
to grow,
to speak,
in words,
in art,
in film ...
to cry peace,
decry the cycle of war,
and plow the seeming endless field,
killing field ...
to plow the blood beneath the soil,
and in the killing field to plant
the gentle bright and joyful blooms
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– either the white skinned darkness loving art people
– or the black skinned shining light children of ghetto dirt.

You are our friend,
and we love you.

amatul hannan

of the hope,
the peace,
the fierce and steady love
that saved him.
Can it save us all?
----------------------
ed pacht © 2007

To Aldo

In a generation where people are cursing, fighting and
killing their own
There you stand alone
Pale in a world full of shade
And you understand
Standing alone like a soldier in a battlefield
Fighting in unity against a situation that I, myself,
believe is hopeless
But you persist
Darkness encompasses, things never get better
But you believe
And so that makes me believe
and maybe that one voice
in the midst of all the harsh vocal lyrics
one day will awaken my men, our men, the
children of our seed
So that we will no longer be thought of as “bitches
and whores”
But as heroines
Women of Power

Lafonde R. May ‘94

C.C. Arshagra

In the key of listen

It’s a brutal world
The cold sleep
and the sharp edited-listen
paints with reality black
Harsh word-lights’ shine
into the crevasses
of daily denial
Fathoms of deep innocence
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Aldo with Gerard Malanga

Aldo

        He came to these forlorn shores with just a small suitcase in hand
and a childhood history, a memory he couldn't explain.
He came out of bombs bursting in air
and in the nextdoor neighbor's backyard

are in a coma
of ignorance bleeding
It’s the blood
of yesterday’s headlines that appear
red and dead-awake
on the hands of today
as conservative
safe-clouds break
and the black of sun comes
as a gift of going blind
to understand seeing one
relatively small planet
clear through the brutal world
of illuminated-lies
using you
like a free-puppet
with painted eyes
glassy and looking
open to believe
that if a rock or rocket
of truth were to strike
the center of your brushed on
and glossed over cornea
Nothing would change
or shatter. Look.
The strings
Nothing could cut
the tethered motivation
attached to your hands
where armed weapons might live
Attached to a smiling
fist up your spine
Ready to bare fangs
at the squeeze of a trigger
Ready to bear down
on shredded information
Shaving of voices
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within an inch or two of his life.
Something dark and foreboding,
nor could he remember those bonfires lighting the hills
nor something dark after that.
Something deleted from history, but not from the hands
over both eyes.  Something skyward and dark
something dark and foreboding
like in those matinee movies
silent like those caves in the hills.

Gerard Malanga

Listen
~ for Aldo Tambellini
by Kamaria Muntu

This is not merely a black feather
dripping in
                    slow

from where no lips are moving
All just as if
you would
still believe to be
the very source
of your own freedom

C.C. Arshagra © 2006

BLACK IS ...
for Aldo Tambellini
by Everett Hoagland
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                             dada esque motion …

or a train in a dark tunnel running unceremoniously over a homeless man
These are not merely white light flurries scanned from the brains of modern
prisoners & Ethiopian slaves
                                                          nor the bespoke ramblings of a mad
animator
with a projector and a paint brush

He is not inviting you to see
                                                  hear
                                  feel
                                            taste
                                                          know
                                                      the nothingness of your own ecstasy

This is not an imagistic, celluloid graveyard to make compost over the dead
flesh
of war orphans
                            This is not your kitsch outing
                                                      your limp-hearted dance of liberalism
                                                                    while you crumble Oreos in your
soup

This is not where you pick up your pay check from the federal government

making ape sounds

                            miming liberators

this is not your mtv

This is
                the bombing that would not crucify him
the history that did not exhume a headless boy
the miracle unleashed in torrential visions …
                                                                  of art levelling the doomed ashes

1
black, the eternal
backdrop of infinity

black, the infinite
background of eternity

without which we would not see
stars or our white-gray moon,
venus, jupiter, mars

Maestro of the art of being
a sane, humane human
being, teacher of artful seeing

2.
in mind you still walk two little black girls --
who each sometimes feels like a motherless child
--
across the street from madonna addiction, up

the way from the junction of incarceration and
dysfunction
streets to the park playground, to the chain-linked
swings, see-
saw and see them as swinging poetry, swing
upward

toward the baby blue sky and down toward ground
again,
and again, two kids from a culture chained to
rhythm
yet liberated by it, linked to the anchor chains of
slave ships

rocking, rolling in sea blues, freed in swing dance
music's,
"until i met you" in a "corner pocket" of infinity,
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lifting the crows,
personifying mercy
                             screaming the way

signifying mathematical jazz
                                                a lotus
                                                        sound
                                                                flashing
                                                                            vibratory
                                                                                            harsh
                                                                                                      soft
                                                                                                             circle

 wounded

complete

pointing to the Black, the matter, the cosmos, the all
of his sight
                      This is not a night out perfumed in formaldehyde and
starstruck sequins …

but who he is
what he brings
might just save an unknown part of your mind
from the herding

the consciousness could rain
                                                  to unforeseen altitudes

listen
let the dope seep out of your miles, your veins
listen
witness the ammo blinding the sky
                                           note that it did not kill you when it fell

you saw two little girls on the sisyphean swing
rise,

fall, rise, fall, rise with their eyes lit with affirming
delight,
rise and fall in rhythm with their hearts, in rhythm
with life,
death, in innocence and experience, you see them
see-

saw and grow and go out

into their womanhood, into the man-made world
that crippled their mother's consciousness, that
jailed
their father in a velvet cushioned twelve-bar cage

called capitalism se-saw all of that as they swing
back and forth, up and down, your daughters,
brother,
your sister's daughters in the human family, in
your manifest
metaphor for our father who art ...

3.
... black is back
and back
to black and
black is black and back
for good
white-light is black
and yellow's black
and black is beige
and reds are black
and black is tan
and blues are black
and black is blue
and black is black is black is black
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Amatul with Nate

Nate -Peacenate

Survivor of the death grip of psychiatric hospital
Hurdler of the maddening schemes of doctors
Battler against the evil monster of anti-depressant drugs!
A heroic feat to be matched by no man in this day and age
The Iron Fist Missed Aldo

Hey how's it going?
A little impromptu midnight poetry for you.
I hope it's not too sardonic for you LOL!
I don't know if you might scoff at such irony.

Well, I hope you are laughing and very relieved to get back home
Aldo!
We want you to be you!  We love you Aldo. 
We need you to be our hero
fighting the Great Wurm of Nationist Military-Industrial-Corporate-

is back
and good!!
and
god is black and christ
was black and good is black
and evil's not and lack of black is blank
and give it back
and black give back
to black or blacks will take it back
and black is black is black is black is black
is a cosmic fact is black
is black is black is black is black
IS!!!

4.
for those who see artfully
was always is is always was

what always shall be
" ... even unto the end and for evermore ... "

black, the infinite backdrop of eternity
black, the eternal background of infinity
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Media Mind-Fuck programming that enslaves this populace.

You know what really matters.
I think that that is what matters - knowing what matters
and saying it, and doing it, and telling the truth

We cannot dissemble the Master's house with his tools.
It must be a revolution of changed minds
ones who are open enough to create and forge a self-reliant path
within the jungle of information heaving around us

If we look at what really matters
our family, loved ones, friends, caring about a good connection in
person
throw down our mediated dialogues
throw down our machine-made advertisements
for machine-made poisons disguised as culture
throw down our stubborn independence
that relies so heavily on machine-made devices that rule our lives
throw it away
so we can look again at what really matters
Maybe we can find more genuine deep breaths
Maybe there's genuine affection
that is not perpetrated by skinny models of sexual displays
actual affection for one another

Come down to earth and love another person genuinely.
Hi up there.
We are working on what really matters.
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Tontongi with Aldo

Tontongi

The Last Poem
(dedicated to Aldo Tambellini)

I shall write a poem that will tell it all,
sing the nightingale’s nightly song,
penetrate the labyrinth deep inside,
unveil its mystery’s inner soul.
I shall turn on the light
and open up the doors and the ceilings
to the immense oversight of infinitude;
I will tell Cedye’s story
his slow pace to the martyrdom’s state
where his spirits were lost to Aganman.
I will tell how Marie Lagone was defeated
and ceded to the worms never again
to regain her glory in our world.
My poem will revisit Ti-Gerard painting
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the belly of the Beast with beautiful colors;
I shall make it a Pantheon from Hell,
the twist in the depth of quiet indifference
toward a destiny made to cry alone
yet screaming to help the baby from dying.
I will tell the travails of Magdalena, proud Amazon
losing her universe on a flip of a dice, here and there
there were losses because no one was there to help
reinvent our cosmos anew;
there was suffering all over.
When Hell governs the celestial values
our empty frailties are gone to the abyss;
I will tell what it was that went wrong,
reenact the primal nurturance of the land
before Good-Feet killed himself on a binge;
I shall tell what should never be told.
My poem will tell my story
both my glories and my pain;
I will tell my nocturnal wonderments
my lonely rêveries at the Saint André Park
behind the eerie colossal shadow
of the Reims Cathedral;
I will tell my love for Christina
the beauty once lived before Armageddon;
I shall tell of my youth consumed by my dreams.
My poem must reveal the horrifying
degeneration of life toward irrelevance;
I shall tell why all looks so normal
in so dimmed everyday life’s nightmare;
I will tell the loss by my country
of its nutrients, eroded from its roots;
I will sing and curse all the same
the serial death of my brothers and sisters
sacrificed to the altar of natural selection,
murdered by Haiti’s murderous poverty;
I shall tell the unfairness of their fate.
I shall write the ultimate poem
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the silent cry of the Zebra’s complaints,
the trap of the vast multitude
within the infernal coercion of exploitation;
I will tell the alienation of the policeman
whose gun is a curse dreaded by his own conscience,
perishing in the Great Void of Contingency;
I will sing a song,
a simple melody for the no man’s land.
My poem will be made of tears
for those who have no more left to shed;
I will tell what happened to Michel
crossing his entire youth’s path from
running to running for his life
until he was found dead at midday
no one ever knew what his story was.
I shall tell of my purgatory
just like Mumia Abu Jamal told of his sojourn in hell;
I shall tell of the police brutality victims suddenly
transformed to Atilla the Hun to cover the mayhem.
I shall tell of the banning of poetry in state affairs;
I shall tell The Amadiou Diallo’s story
the Louima’s and Dorismond’s stories,
I will tell it all in one verse.
My poem must expurgate my manhood
unveil the animality of the best of my being,
reveal both the monster behind the friendly smile
and the humanity of my most evil deeds;
I shall undress the species to its pure nudity,
relegate our vanity to the dustbin of time;
I shall tell a new story.
I shall write a poem that will destroy it all
the beauty as well as the ugliness
the love as well as the hate;
my poem will start from the scratch
from the point where nothing is cursed or blessed
from the point of total innocence.
I shall write a poem that incites a global destruction,
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a new Big Bang giving way to a new nothingness,
an original feast where all splendors are there,
there, at easy reach to the human frailties.
I shall write a poem anti-poem
a poem that will not be read to the king,
a poem for all that is not there and should be.
I will write a poem to cry,
cry the waste, the losses and the non-sense;
I will write a poem to tell you I was there
in blood and in flesh witnessing both the calvary
and the great potentials for a work of beauty;
I shall write a poem for happiness
the kind only kindred spirits have experienced;
I shall write a poem just to be.
I shall write a poem for only the pleasure
I extract from my state of total freedom,
for the ecstasy in conquering evanescence;
I will write a poem for the glory
from the smile of a beautiful child;
I will write a poem to celebrate the cerebral,
and yet subliminal cadence of the sexy gal
crossing the street with celestial wisdom
mixed with sweat, blood, contemplative sins.
I will sing the freshness of the dawn,
the sun’s majestic and ever peaceful sleep,
the pubertal elegance of the spring roses,
I will sing the beauty that is already there.
The poem I will write
will be hurting inside and boasting outside
just like my life has been;
it will radiate of the multiple splendors of the spleens,
turning the drought to a generous spring
and the desert of hell to a fertile Eden;
my poem will embrace the Grand Canyon,
recompense the artist’s inner pace,
and plant flowers along the lonely road.
I shall write a poem that will end it all,
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all that contributes to the engine of hell;
I shall write a poem just to say nothing,
simply to be there.
I shall write a poem to destroy poetry
and put in its stead a big proclamation:
No more unnecessary death
No more anti-woman testosterone
No more Wall Street speculation
No more bosses that boss people around
No more bastards who hate life
No more rich people that live off poor people
No more whites that kill blacks
No more blacks that kill whites
No more schools that produce dummies
No more idiots with a license to be idiot
No more superwomen that become hyperbitch
No more misogynous heroes
paternalist monsters
libido destroyers
No more abusers of children
No more people who choose death over life
No more zombies aiding zombie-makers
No more innocent people in death row
No more refugees dead in high seas.
I will write a last poem
a poem of love
a poem for you to read
a poem that will tell who we are
I will write a poem
to incite multiple impulses
a Big Boom of creative happenings,
a renaissance since the primal vision.
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five poems
The musicians who accompany Aldo in his poetry reading are Mario
Rechtern from Austria, on reeds and self-made instrument, and Eric Zinman
on piano and euphonium.

October 5, 2005

you who more than once survived
daring to steal one more kiss
from death’s seductive lips

you who many times was blinded
by the moon’s total eclipse’s fiery edges
the hidden sun’s energy burning with visions

you who believed that creativity & freedom
are as essential as breathing oxygen is for life
witnessed the conquering barbarian invasion

you who once sang childhood songs to the wind
the melodies blown away with old war memory dust

one day they found you scavenging
through garbage cans & junk yard refuse
talking about waste & futility searching for real meaning

your racing media mind plays images of wolves
& wild horses chasing fleeting clouds to freedom

you spoke of menacing deep hollow darkness
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swallowing the mind & soul
you spoke of fear as a controlling power

your strange obsessed visions
have aroused the authority’s suspicion
you could be a possible danger to society

are you a paranoid madman
a subversive mind playing a fool
hiding a destructive secret plan in the brain?

they have isolated you under surveillance
inside the psycho-ward at the state controlled institution
iron bars over the window fragment the sky’s desire for freedom

during the induced sleep
they inject the TRUTH SERUM

they insert the spy-chip inside the brain
collecting data from images floating unconsciously free
analyzing them for potentially threatening content

experimenting with the latest technology
they try to reprogram your mind
to willingly accept the brave virtual new reality

painful war memories flashback
project from your mind’s antique lanterna magica
the lips speak silence to the open wound

hallucinating you see van gogh’s sunflowers
growing from wasted visionaries’ ashes
reaching for the sun

the hidden flames burning with
CREATIVITY & FREEDOM

YOU DID RESIST
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October 28, 2006

                        she sings to the child
                                    flies swarming
                                    over the frail body
                        she sings rocking
                                    the child in her arms
                                    the voice adding
                                    layers
                                    to resistance graffiti
                                    over the shell-wounded
                                    surviving wall
                        she sings rocking the child
                                    a famished dog scavenging
                                    among few scattered corpses
                        she sings rocking
                                    the child’s head without gravity
                                    swollen eyes without sight
                        rocking the weightless body
                                    getting cold
                                    evening sun disappearing
                        she sings rocking the child
                                    under hidden stars
                                    till daybreak
                                    past noon
                        rocking past the new descending
                                    evening sun
                                    the child’s mouth
                                    not breathing
                        she sings rocking
                                    the child’s lifeless body
                                    much colder
                                    this catatonic woman
                                    to this day still is
                        rocking the lost child
                                    in her arms
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July 30, 2006

 
                    they are lost in an apocalyptic landscape
running- - -
  - - -through the unpredictable geometry of chaos
                             running- - -
                    - - -through pounding explosions - endless destruction
                                                                        running- - -
                 - - -through craters of blood - human carnage
                                            running- - -  
          - - -through pounding explosions - endless destruction
                           running- - -
      - - -through massacred children - chocking dust
                                                                                              
running- - -
  - - -through pounding explosions - endless destruction           
                                    running- - -
                      - - - through the silence of humanity

                                                                                   lost in the
barbarian world coming to be
                                         
       

June 9, 2005
           

yesterday dreaming I heard
the rain’s black enamel drops
falling over van gogh’s starry night
swirling dripping with metaphysical
intricate webs
a jackson pollock dance
penetrating the transplanted cornea
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inside night’s blind spot

the world was spinning out of control
increasing speed
breaking the sound barrier
& with surveillant eyes
imbedded in the deep black on black sky
the RULER OF THE UNIVERSE rained down
killer missiles
exploding everywhere over the globe
blowing up heads & minds
dispersing body parts hanging from trees
as etched by goya in the disaster of war

suspended in outer space
there were creative souls
isolated tortured & blinded
for envisioning entropy & chaos
hearing easy listening drones
played by collector’s gold coins
before melting with nuclear lava

inside a cave
a surviving solitary hermit
was endlessly rubbing 2 flint stones together
a futile act attempting to make a spark
starting a flame
that would bring a light
to the sidereal darkness swallowing the globe 

 

August 3, 2006

can the poet’s rage
match the devastating power of
the killer’s missile

can the words spell out
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barbarian devastation

can spoken words
rise above the explosion
dismembering the child

can he write
the smell of human decay

can the poet
give consciousness
to silence
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poetry links
Aldo’s poems published in other sites:

www.italianamericanwriters.com/tambellini.html

indearts.org/indearts.aspx

www.ishmaelreedpub.com

poetrysz.blogspot.com/2006/11/aldo-tambellini.html

italomedia.blogspot.com/2006/07/poem-by-aldo-tambellini.html

www.ccapoet.com/portraitpoems/aldotambellini.html

www.poetrybay.com/winter2007/specialreport.html

www.geocities.com/bostonpoet2000/poets/jan/tambellini.html

poetry.about.com/library/weekly/bltambelliniwinter.htm

www.tanbou.com/1199Poems.htm

www.voicesinwartime.org/Home/Article

/DisplayArticle.aspx?AuthorID=100000&TypeofContent=Article&
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ArticleType=1

www.glasssteelandstone.com/Features/UrbanPoetry2004

/DisplayPoem.php?PoemID=1

www.glasssteelandstone.com/Features/UrbanPoetry2004

/DisplayPoem.php?PoemID=3

Poems and writings about Aldo by other artists:

http://www.ccapoet.com/portraitpoems/aldotambellini.html
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“Film as a Subversive Art”, Amos Vogel, Random House Inc., 2006,

New York, p 113.

“40 YEARS VIDEO ART.DE”- 2006, Part 1, Frieling/Herzogenrath, Kunsthalle

Bremen, K21 Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düsselford, Städtische

Galerie IM Lenbachhaus, Munich, Museum Der Bildenden Künsste Leipzig,

ZKM 1 Center for Art and Media Karlsruhe; pp 098-103.

“Future Cinema”, The Cinematic Imaginary after Film, Shaw and Weibel;

The MIT Press, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2003, Cambridge,

Massachusetts 02142; Tambellini p 113.

“The Great Hippie Hoax”, Award Books/New York: Tandem Books/ London,

Joel Raleigh, Editor, 1968, p 15.

“The Hippy’s Handbook,” Ruth Bronsteen, Canyon Book Company, New

York, 1967 pp 22, 32.

“Kinetic Art, Origins and Development of”, Frank Popper. New York Graphic

Society, pp 199-200.

“Kunst und Video”, Gruber, Vedder, 1983; Dumont Buchverlag Kiln, Alle

Rechte verbohalten, Satz und Druck; Rasch, Bramsche, Buchbinderische

Verargeitung: Boss-Druck, Kleve; pp 67, 198-199.

“Movie Journal”, The Rise of a New American Cinema, 1959-1972, Jonas
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Mekas, Collier Books, 866 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022, pp 215, 217,

247, 250.

“Negative Space- Manny Farber on the Movies,” Manny Farber, Plenum

Publishing Corporation, New York, NY , 1971 pp 245 (Experimental Film

Chapter).

“The New Bohemia”, John Gruen, Shorecrest, Inc., Grosset & Dunlap

Edition, 1967 printed in the U.S.A., pp 39, 110.

“The New Television”, by Douglas Davis and Allison Simmons, Cambridge,

M.I.T. Press, 1977, pp 145, 147, 281-282.

“The Rise of the Unmeltable Ethnics ”, The new political force of the

seventies. Michael Novak, The Macmillan Company, 866 Third Avenue, New

York, N.Y. 10022, p 5.

“World Art Trends”, 1983-84, Walter Zannini, Harry N, Abrams, Inc.,

Publishers, New York.

“Videokunst in Deutschland”, 1963-1982, Wulf Herzogenrath, ed., 1982, pp

15, 134-135, 246, 306 (photos).

Magazines

“Action Theater”: The Happenings of Ken Dewey, Franklin Furnace Archive,

Inc., 112 Franklin St., New York City 10013, 1987, Tambellini in Section

under September 16, 1972.

“Art in America”, Volume 55, Number Three, May-June 1967, Art in America
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Co., Inc. 635 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10022; pp 43, 44.

“artscanada”, April 1968, issue no. 116/117 Toronto, Canada,

“Impermanence” pp 35-36, (Interview, statements by Aldo Tambellini and 4

engineers, photos).

“artscanada”, multimedia isle on Black, (statements and photos throughout

the issue), formerly Canadian Art, October 1967, issue no. 113, pp cover, 2,

4, 5, 9, 14-16, 18.

“Art Forum,” “History of Video Art”, by Barbara London, 1980.

“Art in America,” September-October 1969, “TV The Next Medium” by John

S. Margolies, “Art in America Co., Inc. 635 Madison Ave., New York, NY

10022, pp 54-55. (2 photos and statements).

“Arts Magazine,” May 1967 NYC, “Understanding Media: Passage Beyond

Defixition”, by Jud Yalkut, THE ART DIGEST, INC. New York, NY, 41 East

57th Street, New York, NY 10022. p 18.

“Arts Magazine,” September – Octo 1969, “TV as A Creative Medium at

Howard Wise, by Jud Yalkut p 22.

“Art News”, February 1965, Jill Johnson, Review of “Quantum II” Art Show.

“Art Transition”, Center for Advanced Visual Studies, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, October 15 through 19,

1975, Video Arts section.

“Ballroom dance magazine” Volume 9 No. 2 February 1968, Dance
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Magazine, Inc. 268 W. 47 St. New York, NY 10036, p 26

“Downtown Magazine”, October 7, 1967, “Cinema” by Jerry Wakefield,

N.Y.C.

“En Tourno al Video”, Eugeni Bonet et al, Barcelona, Spain, Editorial

Gustavo Gili, S.A., 1980, pp 245-249, (photos).

“Expanded Art”, by George Masuna.

“Film Diary”, by Jonas Mekas, 1971.

“Japan Co-op Newsletter, Film Magazine”, Tokyo, Japan 1969.

“New York Magazine”, March 24, 1969, “The Art of Television”.

“Newsweek”, March 18, 1968, “Art Mixed Bag”.

“Origins & Development of Kinetic Art”, by Frank Popper (New York

Graphic Society) p 199.

“The Sign”, National Catholic Magazine, March 1958. p 44.

“Status Magazine”, October 1966, “Underground Movies & Mixed Media

Shows” by Richard Preson, N.Y.C.

“20 Cents Magazine”, Western Ontario, Canada, November 1966, “A

Conversation About Mixed Media from New York as soon at University of

Western Ontario and McMaster University.

“Video 80”, Vol. 1, No. 1, “West German Video” by Wulf Herzongenrath, p

32.
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“Videography” March 1978, United Business Publications, Executive &

Editorial Offices, 750 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017, Getting into the

Act; Video and Live Performance by Peter Z. Grossman, p 22.

“Zona franca”, Revista De Literatura E Ideas: Caracas, Ano IV, Número 56

Abril de 1968. pp 52-53.

Catalogues

“ALTERNATING CURRENTS,” June 15—July 6, 1985, 17 White Street, New

York, N.Y., 10013, pp 2, 7.

“Ars electronica”, September 1980, Gottfried Hattinger, Brucknerhaus,

Untere Donaulände 7, A-4010 Linz, p 111.

“Ars Electronica,” Linz, 1982, pp 113, 143 (photos).

“Ars Electronica,” Festival für Kunst, Technologie und Gesellschaft, Linz,

20. bis 27, Juni 1986; pg 366.

“The Art Gallery Magazine”, February 1970, “Vision & Television” p 20.

“Art in America”, May-June 1967, N.Y.C. “Light Art” by Nan R. Piene, p 44 (2

photos from “Black Zero”).

“Artevideo e Multivision”, Lino Mantegna, Camel Award, Rotonda di via

Besana 5/18 marzo 1975, p 2.

“Arttransition”, October 15 through 19, 1975, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts-Center for Advanced Visual
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Studies and University Film Study Center-Face page for Video Art.

“Arttransition”, Center for Advanced Visual Studies, M.I.T., 1976, pp 5-59,

106, (photos).

“Bits of Art”, Sisson Gallery, Henry Ford Community College, Dearborn,

Michigan, February-March 17, 1989, Self Portrait, 1987.

“Boston: Now”, Part I: May 10-June 5, 1983, Part II June 14-August 14,

1983,Institute of Contemporary Art – Boston, 1982-83; Section II, pp 3rd and

4th.

“Cable Vision”, “Atlanta Hosts Cable and the Arts”, September 15, 1980, pp

15-16.

“Catálogo Geral”; 17a BIENAL DE SÃO PAOLO, 14 de outubro a 18 de

dezembro de 1983, p 131.

“CENTERBEAM,” Center for Advanced Visual Studies, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Piene and Goldring, Editors, pp 122-123.

“Center for Advanced Visual Studies”, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Spring Semester, 1976/77, Center for Advanced Visual Studies,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Building W11, 40 Massachusetts

Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139 p 8.

“Center for Advanced Visual Studies,” Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Fall Semester, 1977/78, Center for Advanced Visual Studies,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Building W11, 40 Massachusetts

Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139 p 49.
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“Center for Advanced Visual Studies,” Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Spring Semester, 1978, Center for Advanced Visual Studies,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Building W11, 40 Massachusetts

Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139 p 49.

“Center for Advanced Visual Studies”, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Fall Semester, 1978, Center for Advanced Visual Studies,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Building W11, 40 Massachusetts

Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139 2nd p from back cover.

“Center for Advanced Visual Studies”, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Fall Semester, 1979, Center for Advanced Visual Studies,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Building W11, 40 Massachusetts

Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139, photograph and bio 2nd from

last page.

“Center for Advanced Visual Studies”, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Spring Semester, 1979, Center for Advanced Visual Studies,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Building W11, 40 Massachusetts

Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139, photograph and bio 3rd from

last page.

“Center for Advanced Visual Studies”, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Spring Semester, 1980, Center for Advanced Visual Studies,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Building W11, 40 Massachusetts

Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139, photograph and bio 2nd from

last page.
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“Center for Advanced Visual Studies”, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Fall Semester, 1980, Center for Advanced Visual Studies,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Building W11, 40 Massachusetts

Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139, 13th page from front cover and

5th page from back cover.

“Center for Advanced Visual Studies”, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Fall Semester, 1981, Center for Advanced Visual Studies,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Building W11, 40 Massachusetts

Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139, photograph and bio 5th from

last page.

“Center for Advanced Visual Studies”, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Spring Semester, 1982, Center for Advanced Visual Studies,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Building W11, 40, Massachusetts

Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139, photograph and bio 7th from

last page.

“Center for Advanced Visual Studies”, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Fall Semester, 1982, Center for Advanced Visual Studies,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Building W11, 40 Massachusetts

Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139 4th p from back cover.

“Center for Advanced Visual Studies”, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, Fall Semester, 1983, Center for Advanced Visual Studies,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Building W11, 40 Massachusetts

Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139 6th p from back cover.
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“Copy Art”, Océ-Industries, Inc., 6500 North Lincoln Avenue Chicago, IL

60645, pp 29-31.

“CENTERVIDEO”, Film, Video, TV and Telecommunication, 1968-1981,

Advanced Visual Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

C.A.V.S./M.I.T., Piene with Goldring and Vin Grabil, pp 19-20, 32-39, 85-86,

93-96.

“Creative electography at P.S. 161 man,” Board of Education, N.Y., N.Y.,

E.S.E.A Title I, TITLE I program at the Fiorello LaGuardia School. Aldo

Tambellini, Consultant.

“Die Zeit” 1968, Seite no – Zeit nr. 50, “Der Apparat und Seine Opposition –

Im New Yorker Kunstbetreib Fundet Eine Auseinanbersetzung Stah” by

Jurgen Claus, Germany.

“Eiga Hydron, Film Review”, Tokyo, Japan, November 1968.

“The Experimental Film Center”, Catalog, 1970, Athens, Greece.

“First International video demonstration in Montbeliard

France”, December 6-12, 1982, pp III-IV.

“Global Village”, Video and Film Series, 454 Broome St., Chicago, Film and

Video Department, Whitney Museum of American Art, 945 Madison Avenue,

New York, New York 10021; p 2.

“Grove Press Film Catalog”, Grove Press Film Division, 2353 East 11th St.

New York, NY 10003; pp 60, 61.
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“International Animated Film Association”, Mamaia, Roumania, Bullitin Nr.

1-2 1970.

“Kilner Stadt-Anzeiger”, Nr 212 Donnerstag, September 1968, “Licht Und

Rhythmus Film Von Aldo Tambellini bei Xscreen.

“Light as Art – Catalog”, September 1968, Newark College of Engineering,

Newark, New Jersey (photo and statements).

“MANTUA MAIL78”, Assessorato Cultura Comune Di Mantova,

September/October 1978; p 58.

“The Moving Image”, The Moving Image, WNYE-TV, Cahannel 24, 112 Tillary

Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201; A Television Series, 1970 “Aldo Tambellini TV

Media Pioneer” pp 24-25 (statement & photos).

Grace George Alexander, Program 12, p 24.

“Museum of Modern Art Calendar”, NYC – Catalog November 24, 1970

“Evening with Aldo Tambellini Black Film Series”.

“The Nation”, December 27, 1965, NYC, “Films: The Underground

Renaissance by Howard Junker.

“New American Video Art-A Historical Survey 1967-1980 traveling

exhibition by the Whitney Museum of Modern Art, John G Hanhardt,

Whitney Museum of Modern Art, 1984.

“New York State Council on the Arts”, Annual Report 1969-70, “Film &

Television” by Peter Bradley pp 59, 62, 63 (quotations and full page photo)
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N.Y.C.

“Radical Software”, The Alternate Television Movement, Summer 1970,

NYC p 17 (full page with photo, statements and poem).

“Radical Software no 2”, 1970, photo p 25 NYC.

“Sky Art ’83”, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Center for Advanced

Visual Studies, 1983. pp 39, 96.

“Sky Art”, 1981 Center for Advanced Visual Studies, M.I.T., 1981 (photos).

“10th Biennial Conference of National Art Education Association”, 1969, p

22, N.Y.C.

“TV as a Creative Medium”, Catalog, May 17, 1969, Howard Wise Gallery

NYC (quotation).

“23rd Edinburgh International Film Festival”, - Catalog 1969, p 74,

Edingurgh, Scotland.

“Vision &Television”, An Exhibition of the Rose Institute of Fine Arts,

January 21st-February 22, 1970, Rose Art Museum, Brandeis University,

Waltham, Mass., pp 8-9 and back page of cover.

“Weg Zum Nachbard”, March 1969, Stadhalle, Oberhausen, Germany

“Westdeuth Kurzfilmtage”, Oberhausen, Germany 1969, “Weg Zum

Nachbarn: by H.P. Kochenrath (Black TV) pp 19-20.

“Views”, “Communicationsphere-Cable TV as an Art Medium”, Boston
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1981, p 8.

“Visions”, (BFVF), Performance Issue, “Sky and Communicationsphere,”

by Aldo Tambellini, Boston, December 1982, p 6

“Visions”, Boston Film/Video Foundation, Inc. a Media Arts Center support

in part by the National Endowment for the Arts, 1981 Volume V, Number 10

– December, 1981, pp 10-11.

Newspaper Articles

“The Boston Phoenix”, “Lifestyle”, cover story, August 18, 1981, Boston,

MA.

“The Christian Science Monitor”, Saturday, January 31, 1970, “Levine,

Tambellini and TV: Tuning the Tube in An Art Museum” by Kenneth Baker

(photo of “Black Spiral” from “Vision & Television”).

“The Christian Science Monitor”, “Computers Focus Artist’s Talents:,

September 3, 1981.

“The Daily Princetonian”, Princeton, New Jersey, May 8, 1967, “McCarter

Shows New Art Cinema by Robert Herbst & Peter Brown.

“Dusseldorfer Nachrichten”, 9.9.1968, “Auf Dem Kirmesplatz Licht-Luft-

Speil Von Piene und Tambellini.

“The East Village Other”, N.Y.C., January 23 – February 1, 1968, “Art: Child

Is Black” by Lil Picard, pp 16, 17 (interview, photos, statements).
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“The Knickerbocker News”, Albany, N.Y., April 1968, “SUNY Happening No.

5 with Aldo Tambellini” by R.E. Krieger (feature article).

“Le Monde”, “Le Tele D/Images”, February 6, 1981.

“The Montreal Star”, Montreal Quebec, Canada April 29, 1968

“Underground Film” by Sydney Johnson.

“The National Observer”, March 28, 1966, “The Movie Mélange – How

Undergroung Films See The Light As A New Art Form”, by Douglas Davis.

“New York Times”, “A Far Out Five”, June 12, 1966 (photo).

“New York Times”, September 16, 1967, “For the TV Generation, Multimedia

Techniques Bombard and Overload the Senses – Multimedia: Messaging

the Senses for the Message” by Grace Glueck.

“New York Times”, May 24, 1967, “Bar Hopping in Grand Style – A

Happening”.

“New York Times”, February 4, 1968, “Art Notes: The More The Media” by

Grace Gleuck.

“New York Times”, March 9, 1968, “Brooklyn is Host to Intermedia ‘68’

“Traveling Festival Offers 3 Events at Academy” by Grace Glueck.

“New York Times” March 23, 1969, “T-Visionaries: by Grace Glueck.

“New York Herald Tribune”, January 6, 1965, “Art Tour” “The Galleries, A

critical Guide” by Gruen.
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“New York Herald Tribune”, Sunday June 13, 1965, “Rebellioin in Art Form:

Tambellini’s Black 2” feature article by Don Ross, p 39.

“The New York Post”, November 14, 1965, Black Zero at Cinemateque”.

“The New York Post”, “Around Town, March 5, 1983.

“New York World Telegram & Sun, December 16, 1965, “Space World in

′Black Zero’ ” by Jeremy Heymsfeld.

“The Real Paper”, “Short Takes 6/21/80, McLuhan’s Revenge”, Boston-June

21, 1980.

“Sparechange Newspaper,” “A Convergence of Complex Voices”,

Anna Salamone, April 18, 2002, Boston, MA.

“The Syracuse Post Standard”, Sunday Magazine, January 27, 1963,

Syracuse, N.Y. “A Syracuse Rebel in New York” by Walter Carroll (Cover-

photo of artist and sculpture, pp 4-5 article and 6 photos of sculpture).

“The Tartan,” October 2, 1984 “ Students capture actions in video

workshop” Cathi Breza, p 5 Carnegie Tech, Pittsburg, PA.

“Tech Talk”, (M.I.T.), Vol. 23, No. 35, “Video Exhibit Announced”, May 16,

1979.

“Tech Talk”, (M.I.T.), Vol. 24 m Bi, 19, “TV to TV”, Communications Event to

Enlist Community”, December 12, 1979.

“Tech Talk”, (M.I.T.) Vol. 24, No. 25, “M.I.T. to Participate in Worldwide
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Telecommunications Conference”, February 13, 1980.

“Tech Talk”, (M.I.T.) Vol. 25, No. 3, “Tambellini to Present Video Event”,

August 13, 1980.

“Tech Talk”, (M.I.T.), “CAVS Retrospective Works Make Trans-Atlantic

Crossing”, February 4, 1981.

“The Torch”, N.Y.C. May 1, 1967, “Intermedia At The Gate” by Sal Fallica.

“Toronto Daily Star”, Toronto, Canada, October 6, 1967, “Black Art and

Instant Movies” by Robert Filford.

“21 Annual Convention NY State Art Teachers Association”, “Art:

Education Today for Tomorrow.

“Underground America”, by Kenji Kanasaka, Tokyo, Japan 1968, p 193

(photo).

“Variety”, April 9, 1969, “18 Nations’ Shorts at Oberhausen, Yanks

Prominent”, NYC.

“The Village Voice”, January 14, 1965, “Art”, Group Center by David

Bourdon, N.Y.C.

“The Village Voice”, September 30, 1965, “Theatre Post Mortem” by Susan

Sherman.

“The Village Voice”, March 14, 1968, “Intermedia” ‘68’ (photo).

“The Village Voice”, December 5, 1968, N.Y.C. “Music: Spaces” by Carmen
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Moore.

“The Village Voice”, April, 1969 “TV” by Stephanie Harrington.

“The Village Voice”, “Scenes”, September 21, 1972, (photo).

“Wheaton News”, December 1982, p 3, Wheaton College, MA.

“Zona Franca”, Caracas, Venezuela, April 1968, “El Nuevo Cine”.

Poetry

“AETH PA,” Volume 3, 2004, Moscow Russia

“Black Rose”, Fall ’79, Black Rose PO Box 1075 Boston, MA 02103, Back of

Front Cover.

“City of Poets”, 18 Boston Voices, Singing Bone Press, 33 Ibbetson St.,

Somerville, Massachusetts 02143, pp93-98, 105 and picture on back cover.

COAEPKAHNE, Volume 20, 2005, Moscow Russia

“The Other Side of Sorrow”, Poets Speak Out about Conflict, War, and

Peace, Frisella, Buckley; Poetry Society of New Hampshire, 31 Reservoir

Road, Farmington New Hampshire 03835, pp 21, 66, 211.

“Out of The Blue Writers Unite”, Poetry and Prose from the Out of The Blue

Art Gallery; Priestly, Gager; Crooked River Press, pp 145-145.

Journals
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“Art Journal,” Video the Reflective Medium, Published College Art

Association of America, Fall 1985, pp 250, 251.

“Leonardo,” Connectivity: Art and Interactive Telecommunications; Volume

24, Number 2; Pergamon Press, plc. Headington Hill Hall, Oxford, OX3 0BW,

U.K., pp 189-190.

“Millennium Film Journal,” Video and Video Installation, Number 29 Fall

1996, Millennium Film Workshop Publishing, New York., p 23

“Space Design No 64: Monthly Journal of the Arts & Architecture”, Tokyo,

Japan – Article on TV, February 1970 (photo) Kajima Institute Publishing

Co.

“The Use and Abuse of Things”, Chicago Art Journal Spring 2002,Chicago

Art Journal, Department of Art History, The University of Chicago, 5540 S.

Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, IL  60637.

“VIA”, Voices in Italian Americana, a literary and cultural review, Journal,

Tamburri, Guiordano, Gardaphé, Bordighera Incorporated,

pp 131-134.

“VIA”, Voices in Italian Americana, a literary and cultural review, Journal,

Tamburri, Guiordano, Gardaphé, Bordighera Incorporated,

pp116-120

TV Interviews

“CBS-TV”, June 19, 1965-Broadcast by Joan Murray interviewing Tambellini
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in his studio on the subject of “Black” as an aesthetic concept.
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